SPRING 2020

familius
Helping Families Be Happy

NEW!

Featured cover art from
What Is a Family? Find
it on page 14.

Don’t forget to check out our 9
Habits of Happy Families on
the back of the catalog!

Dear Family,
Our lives are ﬁlled with constant change. After multiple years
as one of Publishers Weekly’s fastest growing independent
publishing companies, our growth outstripped Familius’s own
warehouse and infrastructure. We needed to make a change
to continue our growth and achieve both our mission and sales
objectives. We needed a good and complementary partner.
Noticing the importance and design of our titles, Workman Publishin
g invited Familius to work with them to increase our sales
as well as manage all warehousing and fulﬁllment services. While
we have never wanted to be distributed by another company,
my admiration for Workman and knowledge of their tremendo
us distribution and sales success over the years provided me
the
conﬁdence to explore the opportunity. What I found at Workman
was not only the conﬁrmation of what I had long admired over
twenty years, but a very complementary culture to Familius.
We are thrilled to be welcomed by all in the Workman family.
What Workman now brings to Familius is a breadth and depth
in the marketplace that, while tremendously successful
and admired, Familius has not achieved in its toddler years.
What Familius brings to Workman is a mission-driven publisher
who has a fast-growing, robust, family-oriented publishing program
of adult and children’s titles that complements and
expands upon what they are selling to the industry. We are conﬁ
dent that this Workman-Familius relationship will further
Familius sales and help more people around the world discover
ways to help their families be happy.
As for Familius’s publishing strategy, we’ve set a marketable
course and we are sticking to it. You will ﬁnd Familius to
be a home where our mission shares that the most importan
t work you will ever do will be within the walls of your own home.
And we truly believe that statement. Our books this season celebrate
that mission, from our lead children’s picture book She
Leads—which shares the life cycle of the matriarch elephant and
her role in leading her herd—to a beautiful story of an elderly
couple who long for a child, to board books that celebrate families
in all their diversity, to a ﬂamenco-dancing ﬂamingo, to
our best-selling children’s classic Lit for Little Hands series where
we’ve added my favorite Shakespeare play, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, and one of my favorite stories, Anne (spelled with
an e!) of Green Gables, and many more. Our adult line
continues to provide great resources for families as well, with
a new and timely book on how to have joy if you are living with
a narcissist (and how not to raise one) and a guide to helping
our millennial generation get out of student debt. But perhaps
my favorite book on the list is Naming Your Little Geek, a tremendo
usly creative baby name book that helps parents pick the
perfect name for their newborn geek from their favorite sci-ﬁ
, fantasy, superhero, and gaming worlds. Had I had this book
27
years ago, my children would have been named Aragorn, Thor,
Loki, Bradbury, Ender, Alita, Flash, Diana, and Buttercup! Of
course, Michele is already Wonder Woman and has ﬁt that role
for our 29 years together. I’m just her sidekick.
We’re grateful for your constant support and interest in participa
ting in our mission to help families be happy.

Christopher & Michele Robbins, Founders
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HELPS
FAMILIES:

Learn
Together

Read
Together

She Leads
The Elephant Matriarch
JUNE SMALLS
I L L U S T R A T I O N S B Y Y U M I S H I M O K AW A R A

She is the Queen. The matriarch. She leads
her daughters and their daughters.

I

nspiring text and striking illustrations
follow the empowering journey of an
elephant matriarch as she leads her
family through the wilds of Africa. With facts
about African elephants on every page and a
message that will encourage young girls to be
the trailblazers of their generation, She Leads
offers an incredible story and an unforgettable
tribute to the strength of a true leader. Open
your eyes, princess. One day you will lead.
Ages 3 and up

Price: $16.99 (USD)
• A beautifully illustrated picture book about a matriarchal society ISBN-13: 9781641702324
with educational facts and notes of female empowerment
Jacketed hardcover, spot UV/raised varnish 10 × 10, 32 pages
sprinkled throughout
Ships: March 2020

• Teaches children about elephant society and life cycles
• Elephant facts throughout help children and parents learn more
about these majestic creatures
• Introduces a new generation to these amazing endangered
animals

June Smalls has been making

up stories since she only had pets and stuffed animals to
share them with. With her ﬁrst poem published in ﬁrst
grade, June got the writing bug and never quit.June
is a member of the Society of Children’s Book Writers
and Illustrators and a lover of literature. She resides
in Northern Virginia with her hubby, The Kid, and an
ever-growing assortment of animals. When not writing,

June is researching, visiting zoos or aquariums, reading, or trying to convince her hubby they
have room for just one more pet.

Yumi
Shimokawara was

born in Tokyo. She took an illustration correspondence course with Kodansha Famous Schools in
2001 and later learned wildlife drawing at a KFS
school. In 2013, she won the school’s 7th KFS
Picture Book Grand Prix. She made her debut into
writing and illustrating with Hoshi o sagashi ni (Star Hunting). She has since published Potsu

potsu potsu daij�bu? (Plip-plop Plip-plop, Are You All Right?) and Osuwari d�zo (Have a Seat).
She loves animals and currently lives with a white java sparrow in Chiba, Japan.
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O Is for Ocean
ASHLEY MARIE MIRELES
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY V OL H A K A L I A H A

A is for anemone
B is for barracuda
C is for clown fish . . .

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

W

ith F for the flounder, K for
kelp, and T for tide pool, going
from A to Z has never been
more fun! Take an alphabetized voyage
under the sea and discover the plants,
animals, and places that make the ocean so
amazing! Ages 0 and up

• Ocean -themed A to Z perfect for
any ocean-themed store or display
Learn
Together

• General ocean words appeal to both
coasts as well as aquariums and
museum stores

ISBN-13: 9781641701853
7 x 7, 20 pages

• Adorable modern illustrations feel
right at home in any nursery or
children’s room

Ships: February 2020

• 8x8 trim size helps these board
books stand out from the
competition
• Pairs perfectly with our reigional
board book series
• Perfect for summer displays!

Ashley Mireles was born

and raised in the heart of California’s Central Valley
where, as a child, she spent much of her time in her
local library.Her love of books lead her to a career
in the publishing industry. Ashley loves to travel, try
new foods, read, and learn the choreography from
her favorite music videos as a form of exercise. She
currently lives in Fresno, California, with her boyfriend
of six years and their terrier.

Volha Kaliaha
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Price: $8.99 (USD)

is a vector designer and
illustrator from Minks, Belarus. Following years of experience in
linguistics, her interest in drawing lead to an artist’s career. Volha
did not attend art school but rather reﬁned her drawing skills
from home. She worked on many various illustration projects,
with her main focus being children’s illustrations. Motherhood
enhanced her life as an artist, helping her to imagine the world
from a child’s perspective and to see magic in simple things.

How to
Potty Train a
Dinosaur
A L Y C I A PA C E

We all know having a dinosaur is hard work,
and cleaning up dino poo in the backyard is FAR
from fun!
So how do you potty train a dinosaur?

I

n this hilarious and delightful role reversal,
kids will learn how to potty train a dinosaur (and maybe pick up a few pointers
themselves!). How to Potty Train a Dinosaur
goes through each important step of teaching a
dinosaur to go to the bathroom—from teaching them how to know it’s time to go to making
sure they flush and wash their claws. Your little
dinosaur will be so excited to put it to the test!

ISBN-13: 9781641702409

Price: $8.99 (USD)

Boardbook, 7 x 7, 16 pages
Ships: March 2020

• Combines the popularity of dinosaurs with the necessity of potty
training

Be patient . . .
They’ll get the hang of it! Ages 2–5

Alycia Pace

has always loved telling stories.
She studied animation at Brigham
Young University and is now a
freelance illustrator from her
home in Utah, where she lives
with her two-year-old daughter
and adventurous husband. Alycia
loves fortune cookies, exploring new places, and the smell of
bookstores.

We all know
having a
dinosaur is
hard work,

• Adorable illustrations are perfect for your little dinosaur lover
• Both dinosaurs and potty training are evergreen topics for
children’s book sections
• Narrative teaching has been proven effective for children in this
age group
• First time author/illustrator debut book

and cleaning up dino
poo in the backyard is
FAR from fun!
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Five Sisters
STEPHANIE CAMPISI
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY M A DA L I NA
ANDRONIC

THIS BOOK
HELPS
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

Love
Together

W

hen a great white oak
gifts an old man a branch
imbued with magic, the
man carves five wooden matryoshka
dolls, “each smaller than the last.” The
wooden dolls take on a life of their
own as they frolic from one season to
the next, bringing the old man and his
wife a joy they had always longed for.
Beautiful verse and stunning, traditional
illustrations full of woodland creatures
and playfully painted matryoshka dolls
explore a tale of heartache, hope, and
love. Ages 3 and up

ISBN-13: 9781641701570

Price: $16.99 (USD)

Jacketed Hardcover, 9 ×11, 32 pages
Ships: April 2020

• Folkloric-style tale uses
matryoshka dolls to explore an
older couple’s desire for children
• Features an adoption and
blended family theme
• Features nature, forestry, and
enviromentalist themes
• Romanian illustrator adds a
unique look at traditional art

Stephanie
Campisi is an Australian

author currently living in the US.
When not writing picture books, she
can be found reading or exploring
the woods around her home. The Five
Sisters is her fourth book. You can
visit her at stephaniecampisi.com

6

Madalina
Andronic is a Romanian illus-

trator currently based in Puglia, Italy, drawing
inspiration from traditional fairy tales, folklore,
travels, and love stories, never forgetting the
magic of where she comes from. Passionate
about details and rich colors, Madalina’s
art radiates energy and joy. With an MA in
illustration from Camberwell College of Arts in
London, she developed a strong and distinctive
style and has worked for clients all around
the world in publishing, editorial, advertising,
commissions, and porcelain, as well as having
nine published books in Romania, the UK, and
the United States.
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Nita’s Day
More Signs for Babies
and Parents
K AT H Y M AC M I L L A N
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY S A R A BR E Z Z I

THIS BOOK
HELPS
FAMILIES:

Talk
Together

Learn
Together

S

ign language makes it easy to
communicate with your child, and
Nita makes it fun! The second book
in the Little Hands Signing series (which
introduced the bestselling Nita’s First Signs),
Nita’s Day teaches ten new and essential ASL
signs for every parent and child to know:
wake up, change, clothes, eat, potty, go, play,
bath, book, and bed. A simple story about
Nita and her parents teaches each sign in
context. Even better, each page slides open
to reveal accurate instructions on how to
make each sign, plus tabs on the side of each
page make it simple to locate every sign for
later reference. No signing book collection is
complete without Nita! Ages 0–3

ISBN-13: 9781641701488

Price: $14.99 (USD)

Includes tabbed pages that split open to reveal instructions for each sign,
8 × 7, 12 pages
Ships: February 2020

• Board book that teaches ASL signs for
everyday communication
• Each page slides open to reveal an
illustration of how to perform that sign

Kathy MacMillan

is a nationally certiﬁed American Sign Language
interpreter, writer, teacher, librarian, and storyteller.
She is the author of the board book Nita’s First Signs
(Familius), the young adult novels Sword and Verse
and Dagger and Coin (HarperTeen), and nine books
for parents, librarians, and educators, including Little
Hands and Big Hands: Children and Adults Signing
Together (Huron Street Press). She lives near Baltimore,
Maryland. Find her online at KathyMacMillan.com.

• Helps break communication barriers
between parents and pre-verbal
children
• Author is a nationally certiﬁed
American Sign Language interpreter
and teacher
Don’t miss Nita’s First Signs !

Sara Brezzi Italian surface pattern

designer and illustrator, was born and raised in the
small town of Poppi, near Florence. She still lives there
with her partner and their little boy. Her father was a
librarian and her mother was a kindergarten teacher, so
she grew up surrounded by beautiful books and images.
This certainly inﬂuenced her imagination. She graduated
from the University of Siena with a BA in preservation
of cultural heritage and history of illustration, but she
always preferred the application over the theory of art.
Her designs are hand drawn and then scanned in for
processing and color management. She loves creating
colorful illustrations by combining cheerful and quirky
elements to convey a positive vibe and spread joy!
8

Nita’s First Signs
$14.99

ISBN-13: 9781945547676

Pull each word tab . . .

. . . and signing instructions appear!

Simple story puts each sign in context.

Interactive
pull-tabs make
Nita the best
signing book
on the market!
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CHILDREN’S

Flamingo
Flamenco
BROOKE JORDEN
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY A L E X Z H DA NOV

THIS BOOK
HELPS
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

Laugh
Together

Every creature on earth has a dance all
its own, but none so well-known as the
flamingo’s flamenco.

A

flamenco-dancing flamingo
struts and swaggers, certain that
he is the best dancer in the animal kingdom. From hip hopping hippos
to tap dancing tigers, each animal finds
their own jungle boogie, and Flamingo
soon discovers that no two dancers are
the same—and that’s okay! Ages 3–5

Brooke
Jorden

earned a BA in
English and editing
from Brigham Young
University. The author
of If It Fits, I Sits: The
Ultimate Cat Quotebook and the Lit for Little Hands series,
Brooke is also the managing editor at Familius. Brooke, her
husband, their three children, and their cat live in Cedar Hills,
Utah.

Alex
Zhdanov

is an illustrator from
the Russian city of
Ekaterinburg, located
on the border of Europe
and Asia.

ISBN-13: 9781641702355

Price: $8.99 (USD)

Boardbook, 7 × 7, 16 pages
Ships: March 2020

• Features on-trend ﬂamingo illustrations
• Combines popular bird theme with dance theme
to delight children and adults
• Vibrant colors and 7x7 trim size make this book
perfect for Easter gift giving
• Priced to sell at $8.99, perfect for starting a board
book library
• Flamingos are hot!

As a child, Zhdanov always had pencils and a drawing surface
at hand (whether a piece of paper, wallpaper on the walls, or
even the surface of the table). He was a little dreamer who
embodied his fantasies in drawings.
When he went to study at the university, he left drawing behind
to specialize in transport management. But even then, the
margins and empty pages of all his notebooks were covered
in his drawings. As he pursued a career, he realized that he
needed to physically feel and see the result of his work. So,
after 10 years, he returned to his favorite business: illustration.
Zhdanov shares his dreams through the books he illustrates.
10

But First, We Nap
David Miles and Darya
Dremova
$8.99 ISBN-13:
9781641700177
Board book; 16 pages; 7 × 7

Fourteen Animals (that
Deﬁnitely Aren’t an Octopus)
Gabe Pyle
$8.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700092
Board book; 16 pages; 7 × 7
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CHILDREN’S

100 First
Words for
Little CEOs
CHERYL STURM
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY K Y L E K E R S H N E R

THIS BOOK
HELPS
FAMILIES:

Work
Together

Learn
Together

I

s macroeconomics the dinner table talk
in your house? Do you discuss stocks
and bonds instead of the weather? Are
you the boss at work? It’s only rational that
your baby will be a leader too! But how to get
their leadership started?
Introducing 100 First Words for
Little CEOs, a dashingly sharp primer for
kids learning their first words! Forget apple
and dog. Little CEOs are ready for revenue,
philanthropy, and innovation. With terms
from every aspect of business, these little
CEOs will be ready to manage their own
company, even at the age of 2. (Or maybe just
their families). Packed with fun illustrations
and 100 words every boss baby should
know, 100 First Words for Little CEOs is the
perfect board book for executive families
everywhere. Ages 1-4

ISBN-13: 9781641702201
Boardbook, 6 x 8, 20 pages

Cheryl Sturm

is a cofounder
and vice president of R. Crusoe & Son, which creates
unusual cultural journeys around the world. She used
what she learned from her MBA at Northwestern’s
Kellogg School of Management—and many other
life experiences at home and abroad—to help build
a successful company. The daughter of an Army
major, Cheryl was born in Berlin, Germany, raised
in Manawa, Wisconsin, and lives in Chicago, Illinois. She began her career as a television
reporter in Wisconsin, but a professional detour happily lead her to international travel.
100 First Words for Little CEOs is Cheryl’s ﬁrst book with Familius. Her inspirations are
her nieces, nephews, and godchildren, and she looks forward to sharing her insights
about the world with other thoughtful and curious children.

Kyle Kershner has loved

drawing since he was a tot. He graduated from the
Savannah College of Art and Design with a BFA in
sequential art. He spends his days doing what he
loves most: illustrating children’s books and making
kid-friendly art. Kyle resides in Northeast Ohio with
his wife and son.
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Price: $9.99 (USD)

Ships: February 2020

• An entertaining and educational take
on popular 100 ﬁrst words books
• Aligns with the interests of C-suite
parents or those aspiring to raise a
future CEO
• A hilariously early introduction to
your standard MBA
vocabulary words
• Fourth book in the
very successful 100
First Words series

Also in the 100 First Words series:

ISBN-13: 9781945547959

Price: $9.99 (USD)

Boardbook, 6 X 7 X .5 in, 20 pages

ISBN-13: 9781641701280

Price: $9.99 (USD)

Boardbook, 6 X 7 X .5 in, 20 pages

ISBN-13: 9781641700344

Price: $9.99 (USD)

Boardbook, 6 X 7 X .5 in, 20 pages
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What Is a
Family?
ANNETTE GRIFFIN
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY N IC HOL A C OW DE RY

THIS BOOK
HELPS
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

Learn
Together

Ants have a colony, Bats have a cloud.
Chickens have peeps, where they can get
loud.
ll the way from A to Z, this
colorful primer celebrates all
kinds of families, giving each
animal family a name. With dolphins and
their pods, iguanas and their messes, and
kitties and their litters, it’s easy to learn
about what makes a family . . . well, a
family!
Families are groups that take care of their
own.
They all stick together to help make a
ISBN-13: 9781641702447
home. Ages 2–5

A

• Adorable illustrations help
introduce children to the
different names of animal
families

Price: $10.99 (USD)

Padded Board book, 8 × 8, 20 pages
Ships: April 2020

• Colorful, modern illustrations
make this board book a perfect
ﬁt for any nursery
• Padded board book format
perfect for a cuddly storytime

Annette Grifﬁn

is an award-winning writer who has
managed and directed programs for
children and youth for more than twenty
years. She has written curriculum for
character growth and development of
elementary-age children, developed
parent training seminars to beneﬁt the community, and counseled at-risk
youth. Her passion is to help children ﬁnd home.

If There Never Was a You
ISBN-13: 9781641701112

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Padded Board book, 8 × 8, 20 pages

Nichola Cowdery

has been illustrating on a
professional level for 7 years. Originally a graphic designer working in
the children’s sector, Nichola combined her love of children’s publications
and her passion for drawing into a new career. Her illustrations are
inspired by laughter and cuteness—the quirkier, the better. With her
Apple Pencil in hand, she loves to capture moments of true life. Nichola
draws to make people smile.
14

Made for Me
$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641702003
Padded Boardbook 8 × 8, 20 pages
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CHILDREN’S

Over in the
Woodland
A Mythological Counting Journey
SHAR AND NICOLE ABREU
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY S US A N NA C OV E L L I

THIS BOOK
HELPS
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

Learn
Together

Over in the Woodland, where the mythic
creatures roam,
Lived a noble griffin pride that protects the
Woodland home.
“Guard,” said the mother. “We will guard
every home.”
So her young griffins flew where the mythic
creatures roam.

W

ith gorgeously detailed illustrations and rhythmic text,
Over in the Woodland is a
magical adventure sure to capture the imagination of readers young and old. Based on
the classic children’s rhyme “Over in the
Meadow,” this version replaces frogs and
birds with mermaids, dwarves, centaurs,
and other creatures of the Woodland realm.
Count from one phoenix to ten griffins, and
find the adorable baby griffin hiding on each
delightful page! Ages 3 and up

• Beautifully illustrated counting
book using mythical creatures to
retell the classic rhyme “Over in
the Meadow”
• Each spread shows creature
families interacting in their part
of the woodland
• Final spread and endsheets
feature a detailed map of the
woodland the book explores
throughout the story
• Features a glossary of creatures
• Perfect early introduction to
mythical creatures from
popular stories

16

ISBN-13: 9781641702416

Price: $16.99 (USD)

Hardback, 9 × 11, 32 pages
Ships: July 2020

Nicole Abreu

grew up in California where her love of
the ocean, sunshine, good books, and creativity began. She has a bachelor’s
degree from Brigham Young University where she studied early childhood
development. She has been teaching in preschools for children of all abilities
for over a decade. She is passionate about creativity and helping children
use their imaginations. Nicole lives with her family near the mountains,
where she has learned to embrace the cold and seek out the sunshine. Her
favorite time is spent hiking, running, reading, and making creative messes
with her husband and their ﬁve wildly imaginative children. Find out more
at NicoleandShar.com

Shar Abreu love of writing began when she received her

ﬁrst diary on her eighth birthday, and it has grown ever since. She earned
a bachelor’s degree in English from Brigham Young University, where she
discovered that writing children’s literature was what she loved best. She
spent more than twelve years helping create award-winning language and
literacy software for young learners and is passionate about helping children
ﬁnd joy in reading. Shar lives in Utah with her artist husband and their four
adventurous daughters Over in the Woodland is the ﬁrst picture book she
and her twin sister have written together.

Susanna Covelli

was born in a small town
in Piedmont, Italy, and she has always shown a creative attitude. When
choosing her university career, she decided to move to Turin and study
architecture at Politecnico. After having obtained an MA in architecture, she
followed her passion for art and decided to attend a specialization course
in both traditional and digital illustration at Scuola Iternazionale di Comics
in Turin. There, she experimented with ink, acrylic painting, oil painting,
pastels, watercolors, and Adobe Photoshop. Her art expresses her own
imagination and inspiration from nature.

Features popular mythical beings like grifﬁns and unicorns
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A Midsummer
Night’s Dream
ADAPTED BY BROOKE JORDEN
I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y O L G A S KO M O R O K H OVA

THIS BOOK
HELPS
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

Play
Together

What fools these mortals be!
—Puck, Act III, Scene 2, 115

J

oin Bottom the Weaver, Oberon and Titania,
and the confused lovers in a series of events
so outrageous it must be a dream! Filled
with interactive wheels and pull-tabs, and lavishly
illustrated, Lit for Little Hands: A Midsummer Night’s
Dream is an unprecedented kid’s introduction to
William Shakespeare’s beloved classic comedy.
Unlike many board books that tackle the classics,
Lit for Little Hands tells the actual story in simple
prose—here with engaging present-tense narrative to mimic the immediacy of a play. Gorgeous
illustrations transport the reader from Athens to
the enchanted woods, while tons of interactive
elements invite kids to find the magical flower and
switch Bottom’s human head for a donkey’s! Fans
of the play will be delighted by the book’s attention
to detail and clever use of original dialogue. And
the book’s super-sturdy board means everyone can
enjoy this outrageous tale over . . . and over . . . and
over again! Ages 3 and up

• Tells the whole story—not just a primer!
• Adorable illustration, simple text, and
original dialogue brings this beloved classic
to life for young kids.
• A Midsummer Night’s Dream becomes
relatable for children through the
combination of illustration and moving
parts.
• Features text from the original play
• Built with sturdy, long-lasting board perfect
to read again and again!
• The sixth book in our very popular Lit for
Little Hands series

18

ISBN-13: 9781641702393

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Interactive Board book, 6.5 × 7.5, 16 pages
Ships: March 2020

Olga
Skomorokhova

was
born and grew up in Russia. She specializes
in magazine and book illustrations and other
commissioned and personal projects. As a child,
Olga found immense pleasure in painting and
drawing. This activity soon transformed into an
interest in graphic design while illustration was just a passionate hobby. Five years
ago, she became a full-time freelance illustrator based in Tallinn. Olga is inspired by
travel and people; thus you can see a lot of botanical, architectural, and animalistic
topics in her art.

Brooke Jorden

earned a BA in English and editing from
Brigham Young University. The author of If It
Fits, I Sits: The Ultimate Cat Quotebook and
the Lit for Little Hands series, Brooke is also
the managing editor at Familius. Brooke, her
husband, their three children, and their cat
live in Cedar Hills, Utah.

Pull the tab . . .

Nearby, a troupe of actors are rehearsing a play
to perform for the Duke. Nick Bottom, the weaver,
has a loud voice and a flair for the dramatic.

He insists that he
can play any part:
the hero, the damsel,
even the lion!

The mischievous Puck uses his magic
to give Bottom the head of a donkey.

Snippets of original
text and dialogue

. . . to reveal what’s in the window!

The other actors are frightened by Bottom’s
transformation and run away. Now alone, Bottom
begins to sing loudly in the forest.
I see their
knavery: this is to
make an ass of me;
to fright me, if
they could. . . .

I will sing, that they shall hear
I am not afraid.
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CHILDREN’S

Anne of Green
Gables
ADAPTED BY BROOKE JORDEN
I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y O L G A S KO M O R O K H OVA

THIS BOOK
HELPS
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

Play
Together

“People laugh at me because I use big words. But if
you have big ideas, you have to use big words to express
them, haven’t you?”

F

all in love with the precocious Anne Shirley all
over again! Filled with interactive wheels and
pull-tabs, and lavishly illustrated, Lit for Little
Hands: Anne of Green Gables is an unprecedented kid’s
introduction to L. M. Montgomery’s beloved classic
coming-of-age novel. Unlike many board books that
tackle the classics, Lit for Little Hands tells the actual
story in simple, engaging prose. Gorgeous illustrations
transport the reader to Prince Edward Island, while
tons of interactive elements invite kids to join Anne in
one mishap after another—from cracking her slate over
Gilbert’s head to finding a dead mouse in the pudding
sauce! Fans of the novel will be delighted by the book’s
ISBN-13: 9781641701921
Price: $12.99 (USD)
attention to detail and clever use of original dialogue.
Interactive Board book, 6.5 × 7.5, 16 pages
And the book’s super-sturdy board means everyone can
Ships: March 2020
enjoy this heartwarming story over . . . and over . . . and
over again! Ages 3 and up
Built with
sturdy
board for
little hands

• Adorable illustration, simple
text, and original dialogue
brings this beloved classic to
life for young kids

Don’t miss the other interactive classics

• Modern illustration brings
this 100-year-old story to life
for a new generation
• Features text from the
original book
• Built with sturdy, long-lasting
board perfect to read again
and again!
• The seventh book in our very
popular Lit for Little Hands
series
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ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM

(559) 876-2170

Alice’s Adventure in
Wonderland

Pride and Prejudice

Peter Pan

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547683

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547355

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700511

Autumn came, and Anne went to school
with her bosom friend, Diana Barry. The
handsome Gilbert Blythe tried to get
Anne’s attention.

“Carrots! Carrots!”
he teased, pulling her red braid.

In a rage, Anne smashed her
slate over his head.
Anne vowed to NEVER forgive
Gilbert Blythe.

Each page contains
an interactive element!

in this exciting series!

Olga
Skomorokhova

was born and grew up in Russia. She specializes in magazine and book illustrations and
other commissioned and personal projects.
As a child, Olga found immense pleasure
in painting and drawing. This activity soon
transformed into an interest in graphic
design while illustration was just a passionate hobby. Five years ago, she became
a full-time freelance illustrator based in Tallinn. Olga is inspired by travel and
people; thus you can see a lot of botanical, architectural, and animalistic topics
in her art.

Brooke Jorden

The Secret Garden

A Christmas Carol

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701051

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701518

earned a BA in English and editing from
Brigham Young University. The author
of If It Fits, I Sits: The Ultimate Cat
Quotebook and the Lit for Little Hands
series, Brooke is also the managing editor
at Familius. Brooke, her husband, their
three children, and their cat live in Cedar
Hills, Utah.
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CHILDREN’S

Baby Babbles B
C. HOPE FLINCHBAUGH
I L L U S T R A T I O N S B Y D AV I D M I L E S

See the baby?
What’s baby’s name?
Say . . . BABY.

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Talk
Together

Learn
Together

H

ow can we help our smallest readers go
from baby babble to pronouncing
words? The Baby Babble Series will
gently encourage babies and toddlers to use their
first words and sounds as building blocks for new
vocabulary. The first book in this series introduces
the “B” sound with words like book, blanket, and
bye bye. Filled with mirrors and flaps, this interactive board book invites babies to touch and feel
each new word, providing kinesthetic, visual, and
auditory sensory experiences that will develop
their language skills and delight their hands, eyes,
and ears with every turn of the page. Ages 0–2

ISBN-13: 9781641703031

Price: $9.99 (USD)

Interqctive Boardbook 7 x 7, 12 pages

• The ﬁrst book in a new series that helps
parents get their baby from baby talk to
full words!

Ships: May 2020

• Created to enhance early language
development and help parents expand on
the ﬁrst sounds their baby makes
• Provides new words for baby and
interactive elements to provide
kinesthetic, visual, and auditory sensory
experiences
• Focuses on a baby’s natural language
growth and provides interactive elements
to hold baby’s attention
• A great baby shower gift!

C. Hope Flinchbaugh

has authored over 250
stories for preschool, kindergarten, ﬁrst grade, and second grade school readers
for the Association of Christian Schools International. Hope has authored and
traditionally published three novels and two nonﬁction books, and has coauthored
numerous compilation books. She has written more than 75 articles for children and
adult magazines.Hope’s “writing candy” is capturing the wonder of a child through
the power of story. She tells adults everywhere that the parents who read to their
infants and toddlers will later enjoy high-level preschool and elementary readers.
Besides, reading is fun!
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David Miles

makes books
for a living. He also reads books, writes books,
sells books, shelves books, thinks about books,
drives to books, sleeps to books, and cooks
from books, but he doesn’t eat books (which
is fortunate). He is the author of Book and
has illustrated multiple series including the
Slide-N-Seek novelty books and the Let’s Count
regional board books. David graduated from Brigham Young University with a BS in
business management. He and his wife and son live in California where they enjoy
lots of tacos, donuts, and, well . . . books.

Animals Mate
A Birds & the Bees Primer
E M I LY FA R R A N T O

“W

here do babies come from?” It’s a
question every child asks eventually,
and Animals Mate is the simple,
straightforward guide every parent needs to
normalize sexual reproduction via adorable animal
partners. With a modern design and beautiful
illustrations, Animals Mate clearly presents the
facts about mating, including tactful discussion
of the mechanics of the process, anatomical parts,
and sperm and eggs. Bypass the awkwardness that
often accompanies “the talk,” and help your child
understand sex and reproduction as the natural and
wonderful process that results in the world’s greatest
treasure: babies! Ages 5–8

• Author is the creator of several
popular blog posts related to the
images in this book

ISBN-13: 9781641702454

Price: $14.99 (USD)

Jacketed hardcover with spot varnish, 9 x 9, 24 pages
Ships: May 2020

• Animals Mate was created out
of a need for scientiﬁc teaching
tools
• The perfect book for parents who
want to use nature as a teaching
tool and avoid euphemisms or
mythical storks
• A sex-ed equivalent of
Everybody Poops that provides
well-designed images and a
matter-of-fact tone for something
that all animals do
• Helps children learn about the
birds and the bees, using birds
and bees!
• A great teaching tool to help make
“the talk” easier for parents and
children alike!
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Monster Train
SUSANNA COVELLI

A

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

Learn
Together

ll aboard the Monster Train! Join
Dracula, the Headless Horseman,
Frankenstein’s monster, the Kraken,
and all the other spooky creatures that rise
for Halloween on a train ride that teaches
the alphabet for the Halloween season. This
adorable two-in-one board book unfolds
into a 56” train (perfect for playtime or
room decor!). A handy velcro clasp keeps
everything snuggly shut when reading time
is over. Ages 3 and up

• A new holiday addition to our
popular Train series
• Teaches children their ABCs in a
fun and festive way

ISBN-13: 9781641703048

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Novelty Book, 8 x 6, 14 pages
Ships: July 2020
Thick, sturdy board

• Unfolds into a 56-inch train, and
closes snugly with a velcro clasp
when not in use

Velcro snap

• Popular format works as decor and
a lap book!
• Perfect for Halloween displays!
• Priced to sell at $12.99

Susanna
Covelli was born in

a small town in Piedmont, Italy,
and she has always shown a
creative attitude. When choosing
her university career, she
decided to move to Turin and
study architecture at Politecnico.
After having obtained an MA in architecture, she followed her
passion for art and decided to attend a specialization course in both
traditional and digital illustration at Scuola Iternazionale di Comics in
Turin. There, she experimented with ink, acrylic painting, oil painting,
pastels, watercolors, and Adobe Photoshop. Her art expresses her
own imagination and inspiration from nature. She has always been
attracted by sinuous shapes, Baroque style, and out-of-the-ordinary
perspective. Her artistic references include illustrators who explore the
realm of dreams from their brightest to their darkest side. She lives in
Turin, where she sometimes shows her artwork at local exhibitions.
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ISBN-13: 9781641701655
Price: $12.99 (USD)
Die-cut novelty board book that unfolds
accordion style into a 56” train. Wrap-around cover with velcro snap,
8 × 6, 14 pages

Don’t miss Alphatrain and Color Train !

Alphatrain

Color Train

Christen Farley, Stephanie Miles

David Miles

$12.99

$12.99

ISBN-13: 9781945547812

ISBN-13: 9781641701068

The Mighty
Silent e!
KIMBERLEE GARD
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY S A N DI E S ON K E

L

ittle e is sure he could be a hero—he
even has the cape to prove it! But at
school, he is so quiet, he just doesn’t
stand out. That is, until one day when Little e
doesn’t show up to class. The other letters don’t
even notice he’s gone at first, but when c, a, and
k try to form a word for dessert, they realize
that no matter what they do, they can’t make it
work. The whole class is in an uproar! Without
their silent friend, what are they going to do?
Will Little e finally get his chance to come to
the rescue?
With adorable illustrations, The Mighty
Silent e! teaches spelling and word sounds in
a new, exciting way that is sure to engage even
the most stubborn reader. Ages 5 and up

ISBN-13: 9781641702478

Price: $16.99 (USD)

Jacketed hardcover with spot UV, 8 × 10, 32 pages
Ships: July 2020

• Third book in the Language Is Fun!
series
• Author has won regional awards for
previous books in the series

Kimberlee Gard

spent
most of her childhood running from books instead
of reading them. A learning disorder held her back
until one teacher taught her the tools to overcome
the disorder. From this came Kimberlee’s aspiration
to write children’s books that would bring about
the same love of reading she eventually found.
She was further inspired after watching her own
son battle dyslexia and committed herself to creating stories that would encourage and
engage even the most struggling and reluctant reader. Kimberlee lives on a small farm
in Colorado with her husband, sons, and a gaggling group of barnyard friends. You can
visit her at www.kimberleegard.com

• This book aims to teach children about
language arts in a fun and engaging
way
• Adorable illustrations keep children
engaged as they learn about language
Also in the Language Is Fun! series:

Sandie Sonke

is an illustrator
living in Rancho Cucamonga, California. She
graduated with a BA in Studio Art from Cal State
University–Fullerton in 2010. Wearer of many hats,
Sandie is a freelance illustrator, wife, and mom to
two inspirational souls. When she is not drawing,
you can ﬁnd her playing Legos with her kids or
sipping coffee with her husband.

The Little i Who Lost His Dot

The Little i Who Lost His Dot

$16.99

$16.99

ISBN-13: 9781641700160

ISBN-13: 9781641701457
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Monsters
Don’t Wear
Underpants
I S A A C S T E WA R T

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Learn
Together

Read
Together

Laugh
Together

D

espite his mother’s pleas, Little
Monster doesn’t want to put on
underpants. Surely a wild, scary
monster doesn’t need them! Hilarious
illustrations and interactive flaps introduce
us to a plethora of friendly neighborhood
monsters who might just convince
your little monster to put on his or her
underpants. Ages 2–5

• Timely release for Halloween
display combined with a timeless
story that children will love
year-round!
• Interactive ﬂaps with hilarious
reveals sure to entertain children
and children-at-heart alike
• Author/illustrator has worked
with some of the world’s most
popular fantasy authors,
including Brandon Sanderson and
Tad Williams
• Adorable illustrations and
comical situations make this
book an instant classic

Isaac
Stewart
worked for over ten years
in the animation and video
game industries before
becoming the art director
for Dragonsteel Entertainment. In addition to his work at
Dragonsteel, Isaac has created maps and symbols for some of
the world’s most renowned fantasy authors. He lives in Utah with
his wife, children, and several cats.
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ISBN-13: 9781641703055

Price: $10.99 (USD)

Board book with Interactive Flaps, 8 × 8, 20 pages
Ships: July 2020

Marvin’s Monster
Diary 3
Trouble With Friends
(But I Get By, Big Time)
DR . RAUN MELMED AND CAROLINE BLISS L ARSEN
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY A R I E F K R I E M B ONG A

S

chool’s out, and summer camp’s in! When Marvin and
his friends meet Joey, a lake monster with a loud mouth
and few manners, it seems that Marvin is the only kid in
camp who will be his friend. And Marvin’s friendship with the
lake monster is causing ripples among his other friends. No one
wants to be around the kid who cuts in line, or talks over them,
or tells them what he really thinks about their art project. But
Joey secretly wants only one thing: friends. Can Marvin help
Joey learn how to make—and keep—friends? Marvin’s hilarious
doodles and diary entries chronicle his delightful adventures,
misadventures, and eventual triumph in a funny, relatable way.
It’s the one series on ADHD that kids will actually want to read!

ISBN-13: 9781641702348

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 5 × 8, 152 pages
Ships: March 2020

Don’t miss the
other books in
the series!
• The next installment
of our very successful
Monster Diary Series
• Helps children and
parents cope with ADHD
symptoms and focuses
on social skills

is a practicing developmental and behavioral
pediatrician. He founded the Melmed Center
in 1989 in Scottsdale and is a cofounder and
medical director of the Southwest Autism Research
and Resource Center. Dr. Melmed serves on the
faculty of the University of Arizona and at Arizona
State University.

Caroline Bliss
Larsen edits BYU Independent Study
Harriet’s Monster Diary

Marvin’s Monster Diary

$12.99

$12.99

ISBN-13: 9781641701273

ISBN-13: 9781942934103

• Includes a section for
parents and teachers

courses by day and writes and edits novels by
night. She is also a freelance acquiring editor
for Jolly Fish Press and Flux, imprints of North
Star Editions. Marvin’s Monster Diary 2 (+Lyssa!)
was her debut novel. Originally an East Coast girl,
Caroline lives in Utah with her game-developer
husband.

Arief Kriembonga

• Written in the style of
Diary of a Wimpy Kid
• A series about ADHD
that kids actually want
to read!

Dr. Raun Melmed

Timmy’s Monster Diary

Marvin’s Monster Diary 2

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547195

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701365

graduated from Jakarta Institute of Arts,
Indonesia. He started his career as a children’s and
comic book illustrator in 2010. In addition to being
an illustrator, Arief also works as a UI/UX and
graphic designer. Besides art, his greatest passion
is single-origin coffee. He lives with his wife and
one beloved daughter in Jakarta, Indonesia.
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10 Little
Monsters
Regional
Series

NEW!

TRISH MADSON

THESE
ILLUSTRSTIOS BY SEAN SIMS
BOOKS
HELP
10 little monsters are on their way
FAMILIES:

around the big US of A.
10 little monsters, they just can’t wait
to take a trip to your home state!

Learn
Together

Read
Together

F

rom the Grizzly and Wolf Discovery
Center in Montana to the Royal
Gorge Bridge in Colorado and more,
these 10 Little Monsters discover some of
the most unique and interesting things
about each of the states they visit. Silly, overthe-top fun, and a bit macabre, 10 Little
Monsters is the perfect series for every little
boy and ghoul! Ages 5–6

10 Little Monsters Visit Montana
ISBN-13: 9781641701945

Price: $14.99 (USD)

Jacketed hardcover with spot varnish,
9 × 8.75, 32 pages
Ships: July 2020

• Regional series perfect for
Halloween displays but modern
enough for everyday display

NEW!

• Counting book featuring famous
Montana and Colorado locations
• A treat for tourists and locals
alike!
• The newest additions to our very
successful 10 Little Monsters
series

Trish Madson

is a
lifelong book enthusiast with over 20 years’
experience in the publishing and entertainment industry. Her true passion is creating
books that inspire and encourage children to
learn while ultimately having fun. When she’s
not working on children’s books, she enjoys
reading, taking advantage of the amazing
year-round outdoor activities in the Paciﬁc
Northwest, spending time with her family, and
hanging out on the beach.

10 Little Monsters Visit Colorado
ISBN-13: 9781641702461
9 × 8.75, 32 pages
Ships: July 2020
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Price: $14.99 (USD)

Jacketed hardcover with spot varnish

10 Little Monsters Visit Oregon
ISBN-13: 9781939629296

Price: $16.95 (USD)

Hardcover with jacket, 10 x 10, 32 pages
Ships: January 2020

10 Little Monsters Visit Washington
ISBN-13: 9781942672982

Price: $16.95 (USD)

Hardcover with jacket, 10 x 10, 32 pages
Ships: January 2020

10 Little Monsters Visit San Francisco

10 Little Monsters Visit New York City

ISBN-13: 9781942672999

ISBN-13: 9781942934677

Price: $16.95 (USD)

Hardcover with jacket, 10 x 10, 32 pages
Ships: January 2020

10 Little Monsters Visit California
ISBN-13: 9781942934721

Price: $16.95 (USD)

Hardcover with jacket, 10 x 10, 32 pages
Ships: January 2020

Price: $16.95 (USD)

Hardcover with jacket, 10 x 10, 32 pages
Ships: January 2020

10 Little Monsters Visit Texas
ISBN-13: 9781945547089

Price: $14.99 (USD)

Hardcover with jacket and spot gloss, 8.75 x 8.75, 32 pages
Ships: January 2020
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LITTLE HEROES

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Courageous
People from
Nebraska
Who Changed
the World
HEIDI POELMAN
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY K Y L E K E R S H N E R

Learn
Together

Read
Together

F

rom the astounding talent of Fred
Astaire to the passionate integrity
of Grace Abbot, Courageous People
from Nebraska Who Changed the World is a
young child’s first introduction to the brave
people from their home state who made a
difference.
Simple text and adorable illustrations
tell the contributions of more than a dozen
courageous Nebraskans: Red Cloud, Jay
W. Forrester, Susan and Susette La Flesche,
Fred Astaire, Father Flanagan, Willa Cather,
Grace Abbot, Howard Hanson, Gerald Ford,
and Warren Buffet. (Pictured on the cover,
from left to right: Father Flanagan, Grace
Abbott, and Fred Astaire). A quote from
each hero is included on each spread along
with colorful, delightful artwork Ages 2–5

Heidi Poelman

ISBN-13: 9781641701914

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Board book, 8 × 8, 16 pages
Ships: March 2020

• Features heroes from the state of Nebraska who have
made a difference in the world
• Gives children a reason to take pride in where they come
from and encourages them to dream big!
• New addition to our state pride series pairs well with
other books from the state pride line of Familius titles
• The same price and trim size as N Is for Nebraska and
Let’s Count Nebraska making this the perfect addition to
your Nebraska state display!

graduated from Wake Forest University with a
master’s degree in communication. She is the
author of The Two-Minute Secret to Staying in
Love, in which she explores the signiﬁcance of
seemingly simple thoughts, words, and deeds.
Heidi lives in Utah with her husband, with whom
she has four children.

Kyle Kershner

has loved
drawing since he was a tot. He graduated from
the Savannah College of Art and Design with a
BFA in sequential art. He spends his days doing
what he loves most, illustrating children’s books
and making kid-friendly art. Kyle resides in
Northeast Ohio with his wife and son.

Courageous People from
Texas Who Changed the
World
$12.99
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ISBN-13: 9781641701501

TM

LITTLE HEROES

Courageous
People from
Montana
Who Changed
the World
HEIDI POELMAN
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY K Y L E K E R S H N E R

F

rom the grit of Fannie Sperry Steele
and the Greenough sisters to the
thrilling tenacity of Evel Knievel,
Courageous People from Montana Who
Changed the World is a young child’s first
introduction to the brave people from their
home state who made a difference.
Simple text and adorable illustrations
tell the contributions of more than a dozen
courageous Montanans: Running Eagle,
Granville Stuart, Lena Mattausch and
Bridget Shea, Jeannette Rankin, Fannie
Sperry Steele and the Greenough sisters, A.
B. Guthrie, Mike Mansfield, Alma Smith
Jacobs, Evel Knievel, and Jack Homer.
(Pictured on the cover, from left to right:
Evel Knievel, Running Eagle, and Granville
Stuart). A quote from each hero is included
on each spread along with colorful, delightful artwork. Ages 2–5

ISBN-13: 9781641702379

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Board book, 8 × 8, 16 pages
Ships: March 2020

• Features heroes from the state of Montana who have made a
difference in the world
• Gives children a reason to take pride in where they come from
and encourages them to dream big!
• New addition to our state pride series pairs well with other
books from the state pride line of Familius titles
• The same price and trim size as M Is for Montana and Let’s
Count Montana making this the perfect addition to your
Montana state display!

Don’t miss the other books in this bestselling series!

Courageous People from
Washington Who Changed
the World
$12.99

Courageous People Who
Changed the World

Inventors Who Changed
the World

Amazing Animals Who
Changed the World

$9.99

$9.99

$9.99

ISBN-13: 9781945547751

ISBN-13: 9781641700351

ISBN-13: 9781945547751

ISBN-13: 9781641701495
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Old MacDonald
Regional Series

NEW!

CHRISTOPHER ROBBINS
I L LU S T R AT I O N S BY M A RY S E R G E E VA

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Learn
Together

O

ld MacDonald had a farm . . . in your home
state! In this delightful twist on the
familiar farm tune, the bison goes snort snort
in Nebraska, the bighorn sheep goes bleat bleat in
Colorado, and everywhere there’s lots of state pride!
This chunky layered board book cleverly reveals animals
native to each state and, when closed, forms an adorable
pickup truck! Friendly local animals and scenery fill the
pages of this irresistible book for kids. Ages 2 and up

ISBN-13: 9781641701860

Layered Board book with die-cut see-through pages, 8 x 8, 16 pages

• Takes popular nursery rhymes and adds a
regional twist
Read
Together

Ships: April 2020

• Perfect learning tool for children interested in
their home state
• A great addition to your regional book display!

NEW!

ISBN-13: 9781641701877

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Layered Boardook with die-cut see through pages, 8 x 8, 16 pages
Ships: April 2020

ISBN-13: 9781641700146

Also available in the Old MacDonald series:

NEW!

ISBN-13: 9781641702362
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Price: $12.99 (USD)

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Layered Boardook with die-cut see through pages, 8 x 8, 16 pages
Ships: April 2020

ISBN-13: 9781641701181

Price: $12.99 (USD)

ISBN-13: 9781641701198

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Row, Row,
Row Your Boat
Regional Series

NEW!

CHRISTOPHER ROBBINS
I L LU S T R AT I O N S BY M A RY S E R G E E VA

R

ow, row, row your boat . . . in your very own
state! The sights and scenery of Colorado,
Montana, and Nebraska spring to life in this
adorable twist on the favorite children’s song. Each diecut page of the layered board book reveals an imaginary
boat sailing past iconic places in each state. And when
you’re done with your journey? Row, row, row your boat
back around the bend. If you love your home state, sing
the song again! Ages 2 and up

ISBN-13: 9781641701907

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Layered Board book with die-cut see-through pages, 8 x 8, 16 pages
Ships: April 2020

Also available in the Row, Row, Row Your Boat series:
NEW!

NEW!

ISBN-13: 9781641701884

Price: $12.99 (USD)

ISBN-13: 9781641701891

Layered Boardook with die-cut see through pages, 8 x 8, 16 pages
Ships: April 2020

ISBN-13: 9781641700153

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Layered Boardook with die-cut see through pages, 8 x 8, 16 pages
Ships: April 2020

ISBN-13: 9781641701167

Price: $12.99 (USD)

ISBN-13: 9781641701174

Price: $12.99 (USD)
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Take a ﬁeld trip around your state with numbers, colors, and letters!
TRISH MADSON
I L LUS T R AT IONS BY V OL H A K A L I A H A ( AG E S 2 A N D U P )

2

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

Learn
Together

Let’s Count Alaska

A Is for Alaska
Price: $12.99 (USD)

Boardbook, 8 × 8 x 1, 20 pages
Ships: February 2020

ISBN-13: 9781641701839

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Boardbook, 8 × 8 x 1, 20 pages
Ships: February 2020

9

G

Y

ISBN-13: 9781641701822

H Is for Hawaii
ISBN-13: 9781641701846

b
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Let’s Count Hawaii
Price: $12.99 (USD)

Boardbook, 8 × 8 x 1,20 pages
Ships: February 2020

X

ISBN-13: 9781641702232

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Boardbook, 8 × 8 x 1, 20 pages
Ships: February 2020

2

X

9

Let’s Count Colorado
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547850

C Is for Colorado
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547867

B Is for Boston
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547898

Let’s Count Montana
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547874

M Is for Montana
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547881

A Is for Arizona
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822781

Let’s Count Arizona
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822736

W Is for Washington
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822026

Let’s Count
Washington
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781942934806

T Is for Texas
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822750

Let’s Count Texas
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781942934790

C Is for Canada
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822897

Let’s Count Canada
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822910

C Is for California
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822705

Let’s Count California
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781942934592

O Is for Oregon
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822729

Let’s Count Oregon
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781942934585

F Is for Florida
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781641700214

Let’s Count Florida
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781641700207

I Is for Idaho
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641701136

Let’s Count Idaho
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641701150

N Is for Nebraska
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641701129
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count Nebraska
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641701143
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276 Edible Wild
Plants of the
United States &
Canada

THIS BOOK
HELPS
FAMILIES:

Berries, Roots, Nuts, Greens,
Flowers, and Seeds
C A L E B WA R N O C K

Eat
Together

Learn
Together

S

elf-sufficiency expert Caleb Warnock
shares his expertise on living off the land in
276 Edible Wild Plants of the United States
and Canada. Packed with over 800 photographs
of over 250 wild berries, roots, nuts, greens, and
flowers, this valuable reference will show you
which plants are edible, where to find them, how
to prepare them, and how to avoid poisonous
look-alikes. With a focus on plants found
ISBN-13: 9781641702423
Price: $24.99 (USD)
throughout the United States and Canada, it’s the
ﬂexible plastic vinyl cover, 5.3 X 8.8, 320 pages
most exhaustive reference book of its kind!

Also available by
Caleb Warnock!

Ships: April 2020

• A single guide book for foraging in the US
and Canada!
• Durable ﬂexicover format is perfect for
camping and backpacking
• Full color photography of plants in various
stages provides the reader with additional
knowledge and valuable reference material
• Includes how to prepare and cook plants as
well
• Includes over 800 color photographs
• Written by a self-sufﬁciency expert

Caleb Warnock

ISBN-13: 9781945547836

Price: $27.99 (USD)

Flexible plastic/Vinyl cover, 5.3 X 8.8 X 1 in, 496 pages
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is
the popular author of Forgotten Skills of SelfSufﬁciency, The Art of Baking with Natural Yeast,
Backyard Winter Gardening For All Climates,
More Forgotten Skills, Trouble’s On The Menu,
and the Backyard Renaissance Collection. He is
the owner of SeedRenaissance.com and blogs at
CalebWarnock.blogspot.com, where you will ﬁnd
a link to join his email list to learn more about
forgotten skills. He resides in Provo, Utah.
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Master
Presidential
History
In 1 Minute a Day
DAN ROBERTS

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Learn
Together

Heal
Together

H

ow many of the presidents were
founding brothers? Who decided on
America’s gold standard? What was
Lincoln’s nickname? Amaze your friends and
stun your coworkers with these answers and
more from Master Presidential History in 1
Minute a Day.
Join acclaimed historian Dan Roberts—
known to millions as the voice of the “A
Moment in Time” radio series—on a bite-sized
romp through the history of over 200 years of
American Presidents. With just one minute
a day, you can master all the essential facts
of America’s greatest leaders, policies, conflicts, trivia, and more! Packed with full-color
photographs, paintings, and lively mini essays,
Master Presidential History in 1 Minute a Day
is the perfect armchair companion for history
lovers and history learners alike.

Dan Roberts

Dan Roberts is the consummate
teacher-scholar with an uncanny
ability to bring history to life for
his students through his work in
the classroom, for his millions
of listeners on the radio with
“A Moment in Time,” and for the many readers of his written work,
including his latest book, Master American History in 1 Minute a Day.
The study and appreciation of history has rarely been so accessible
to so many.

Also by Dan Roberts

Master American
History
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781641701235
38

ISBN-13: 9781641702195

Price: $19.99 (USD)

Trade Paperback with Flaps, Embossed with UV Spot Varnish, 5 x 7 x 1, 304 pages
Ships: February 2020

• Timely release perfect for election year
• Daily recaps of the most important periods
of each president’s term from Washington to
Trump
• Perfect gift for any history buff
• Second book in our 1 Minute a Day history
series with Dan Roberts
• Author is popular radio show host of “A
Moment in Time”
• Author is broadcast across 50 states and
several US territories and military bases
• Paperback format and travel-friendly trim
size makes this the perfect travel companion
book

Are You Living with
a Narcissist?
How Narcissistic Men Impact Your
Happiness, How to Identify Them, and
How to Avoid Raising One
L AURIE HOLLMAN, PHD

W

hat’s the difference between narcissism and
normal love? In the current political and social
climate, narcissistic tendencies are coming
under more scrutiny, but there are so many nuances to
navigate, and many women don’t know how to identify or
respond to narcissists when they meet them, especially if
they happen to be in their own home. In Are You Living with
a Narcissist?, psychoanalyst Laurie Hollman, PhD, helps you
identify the narcissists in your life and recognize the effect
they have on your family and happiness—and what to do
about it.
This groundbreaking, thoroughly researched guide
explores:
• the symptoms of Narcissistic Personality Disorder;

ISBN-13: 9781641702331

• the spectrum of healthy to pathological narcissism;

Paperback, 6 x 9, 224 pages

• how to raise a child so that he does not become a
narcissist;

Price: $16.99 (USD)

Ships: March 2020

• how spouses of narcissists can live happy, healthy lives;
• the relationship between male narcissism and violence;
the impact of culture on narcissism; and more!

Laurie Hollman,

PhD, is a psychoanalyst with specialized clinical
training in infant-parent, child, adolescent, and
adult psychotherapy—a unique practice that
covers the life span. Dr. Hollman was trained
in infant-parent psychotherapy at the Anni
Bergman Parent-Infant Training Program in
NYC afﬁliated with the Institute for Psychoanalytic Training and Research and the
Contemporary Freudian Society. She has worked with a wide range of parents
and their infants including battered women and their babies, mothers with autistic
children and their babies, and alcoholic mothers and their babies.

• A timely guide to understanding narcissism
and identifying the signs of narcissistic
tendencies
• Provides aproachable content from a PhD
who has studied narcissism
• Includes case studies of narcissists and how
their behaviors have effected their loved
ones
• Author Laurie Hollman provides tips on
how to avoid raising a narcissist and how
to prevent narcissistic tendencies from
developing into a long term disorder
• Narcissism has been at the forefront of
American conversation leaving many to look
at their own homes and question if there is a
narcissists among them
39
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The Busy Parent’s Guide to
REFERENCE

Managing
Exhaustion in
Children and Teens
L AURIE HOLLMAN, PHD

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Talk
Together

D

o you wonder why your child or teen seems
drained, overtired, moody, anxious, and depressed? Are you uncertain if and when you
should be worried about the amount of sleep they get?
Exhaustion is a symptom of varied problems with a wide
range of meanings. Psychoanalyst Laurie Hollman, PhD,
provides insight and guidance to help your exhausted child.
This mini book includes:
• Recommendations for adequate sleep.

Learn
Together

• An exploration of special problems, such as kids of
parents with marital problems or dual working parents;
an emphasis on being the smartest kids globally; burn
out, depression, and anxiety; insufficient free play time;
and the effects of screen time.
• Research about the effects of exhaustion on memory,
school performance, mood regulation, pain sensitivity,
and the immune function, and more!
Using the 5 steps of The Parental Intelligence Way, you
can learn how to identify and alleviate the various reasons
your kids are exhausted and what you can do about it!

Laurie Hollman

PhD,
is a psychoanalyst with specialized clinical
training in infant-parent, child, adolescent, and
adult psychotherapy—a unique practice that
covers the life span. Dr. Hollman was trained
in infant-parent psychotherapy at the Anni
Bergman Parent-Infant Training Program in NYC
afﬁliated with the Institute for Psychoanalytic
Training and Research and the Contemporary Freudian Society. She has worked
with a wide range of parents and their infants including battered women and their
babies, mothers with autistic children and their babies, and alcoholic mothers and
their babies.

ISBN-13: 9781641702430

Price: $9.99 (USD)

Paperback, 5 x 7, 112 pages
Ships: April 2020

• The hot topics of overscheduled
and screen-addicted children have
been debated among parents in
recent years
• Bite-size guides to managing
exhaustion and technology for
parents who need a quick read
• Author is a clinical psychoanalyst
and provides long-lasting
solutions that parents can easily
put into practice

Also by Laurie Hollman

ISBN-13: 9781942934042
Price: $1.99 (USD)
Trade Paperback, 6 X 9 X .7 in,
254 pages
40

The Busy Parent’s Guide to

Managing
Technology with
Children and Teens
L AURIE HOLLMAN, PHD

H

ow does technology impact kids’ mental health and physical well-being? How do screens affect babies? How can
I protect my children from cyberbullying? What are the
positive effects of technology? How can we bridge the technology
generation gap?
With aggregate case studies and the latest research, psychoanalyst Laurie Hollman, PhD, answers these questions and many
more in this contemporary, up-to-date mini book for parents
learning to manage technology with their children and teens.
Parents who follow the 5 steps of The Parental Intelligence
Way become meaning-makers deeply interested in what goes
on in their children’s minds and how their brains work as they
ISBN-13: 9781641701938
Price: $9.99 (USD)
use technology. In this helpful guide, parents will come to
Paperback, 7.75 × 9.5, 160 pages
understand new research findings that are both exciting and
Ships: April 2020
overwhelming. As these findings become more complete in the
decades to come, utilizing Parental Intelligence will help parents
continue to discover their children’s capabilities as they learn the
meaning behind their kids’ technological behaviors and conflicts.

Dont miss the rest of the series!

ISBN-13: 9781641700108

Price: $9.99 (USD)

Paperback, 7.75 × 9.5, 160 pages

ISBN-13: 9781641700115

Price: $9.99 (USD)

Paperback, 7.75 × 9.5, 160 pages
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Buy the
Avocado Toast
A Guide to Crushing Student
Debt, Getting Paid, and
Having the Life You Want

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Learn
Together

Work
Together

Heal
Together

STEPHANIE BOUSLEY

C

onventional wisdom tells us the formula
for success is simple: go to school, get
a job, work hard, repeat as needed
until you retire. But that’s just not the reality
for many recent (and not-so-recent) graduates
who have racked up massive student debt and
feel like there’s no way out of that deepening
hole. So how did one graduate pay off six-figure
student debt and create the life of her dreams?
It turns out, it takes a little more creativity.
In Buy the Avocado Toast,, millenial debtor-turned-success story Stephanie Bousley
shares her journey to financial freedom and a
treasure trove of unconventional ideas to help
you do the same! With some out-of-the-box
thinking, a few calculated risks, and a whole lot
of faith in yourself, you can rid yourself of the
burden of studen debt and, more importanly,
crush those feelings of failure that so often accompany it. You are not your debt! You deserve
the life you want if you have the courage to
create it.

ISBN-13: 9781641702386

Price: $16.99 (USD)

Paperback, 6 x 9, 224 pages
Ships: March 2019

• Collectively, student debt is over $1.5 trillion
• The average student will take 20 years or
more to pay off their current student debt
• More than 45 million Americans currently
owe money on their student loan and out of
this 1 in 4 are in default or report struggling to
stay current on their payments

Stephanie Bousley grew up

outside St. Paul, Minnesota. In 2001, she earned degrees in
international business and psychology from the University of
San Francisco, but she became increasingly interested in ﬁlm
and music. Upon graduation, she turned down an analyst
position at Citibank, opting instead to run music bookings at
a nightclub while attending ﬁlm classes. In 2007, Stephanie
decided to focus on ﬁlmmaking and apply to graduate school.
She was accepted to New York University’s Tisch School of the
Arts, where she served as Todd Solondz’s teaching assistant and
earned an MFA in ﬁlm production.
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• In a 2019 study conducted by Merrill Lynch,
60% of Millennials and Gen Zers believed that
ﬁnancial success could be deﬁned as being
debt-free
• The author successfully paid off over $120,000
in student loan debt using the methods
described in her book.
• The author looks to modern methods of
earning income and out of the box solutions
for saving money.

101 Amazing
Uses for Aloe
Vera
SUSAN BRANSON

A

loe vera isn’t just for sunburns!
The familiar gel from aloe vera
plants has amazing antimicrobial
and antibacterial properties that stretch far
beyond skincare. From managing diabetes and
fighting viruses to stimulating the immune
system and preventing tumor growth, aloe
vera is a miracle plant! Mahatma Gandhi even
credited aloe vera with helping him maintin
his strength through long periods of fasting!
Millions of people are turning away from the
harsh effects of modern solutions and back
to the gentle but powerful benefits of nature’s
ISBN-13: 9781641702225
Price: $12.99 (USD)
oldest remedies. In her 101 Amazing Uses
Paperback, 5.8 × 8.3 x .3 , 136 pages
series, Susan Branson, a holistic nutritional
Ships: February 2020
consultant, expertly outlines 101 incredible
uses for aloe vera, apple cider vinegar, ginger,
• Simply organized tabbed sections make this
essential oils, and more. Each book is divided
quick reference guide easy to read
into tabbed sections filled with a total of 101
• Goes beyond the traditional uses for aloe vera to
easy-to-read, bite-sized benefits for everyhelp the reader use this amazing plant to it’s full
thing from health to beauty to household
extent
cleaning. Promote healthy skin, reduce stress,
boost your metabolism, tenderize meat, and
• Among the various ailments that aloe vera
more with these simple, accessible, natural
is believed to help prevent or cure include
solutions.
heartburn, arthritis, joint pain, diabetes, eye and

ear infections, and high cholesterol

Susan Branson is the

author of the eye-opening 101 Amazing Uses
series, a collection of guides for people wanting
to live without harmful products in their home.
Susan is a toxicologist and holistic nutritional
consultant who currently lives in Parkland,
Florida, with her husband and two children.

Honey
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641700443

Ginger
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547126

Apple Cider Vinegar
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547140

• Aloe vera is a popular plant in traditional
Ayurveda healing
• Gives 101 uses from topical to digestible and even
household applications!
Don’t miss the rest of the 101 Amazing Uses series!

Coconut Oil
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547157

Essential Oils
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547164

Garlic
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547911

Tumeric
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547928
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Daily
Motherhood
365 Days of Inspiration for the
Hardest Job You’ll Ever Love
FA M I L I U S

THESE
BOOKS
HELP
FAMILIES:

Read
Together

Learn
Together

Love
Together

You are exactly who your children need. No one
can fill your shoes. No one can give what you have
to offer. No one can love or know your child like
you do. That is the privilege of being a mother.
—Catherine Arveseth, Motherhood Realized

M

otherhood is such a unique role. It
can tax a mom’s energy (and sanity)
while bringing unfathomable love
and joy. Surviving the world’s greatest and most
difficult job often means mothers have to take it
one day at a time. With 365 gorgeously designed
quotes about motherhood, one for every day
of the year, Daily Motherhood is the perfect gift
for every mother in the trenches. This beautiful
quote book will inspire, uplift, and energize
moms day by day, reminding them why they do
what they do.

Familius
Familius is a global trade publishing company that publishes books and
other content to help families be happy. We believe that the family is the
fundamental unit of society and that happy families are the foundation
of a happy life. We recognize that every family looks different, and we
passionately believe in helping all families ﬁnd greater joy. To that end,
we publish books for children and adults that invite families to live the
Familius Nine Habits of Happy Family Life: love together, play together,
learn together, work together, talk together, heal together, read together,
eat together, and laugh together. Founded in 2012, Familius is located in
Sanger, California.
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ISBN-13: 9781641702249

Price: $15.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 6 × 6, 368 pages
Ships: February 2020

• New and improved paperback version of
our best selling Daily Motherhood
• Updated cover makes this book the
perfect added touch to any shelf or coffee
table
• Features 365 quotes from famous moms,
from famous people about moms, and
more words any mom can relate to
• Days numbered 1 to 365 make this the
perfect gift year aroud!
• Quote books are a timeless gift of
inspiration

Naming Your Little
Geek
The Complete List of Comic, Game,
Sci-Fi & Fantasy Names!
SCOTT RUBIN

H

aving trouble finding the perfect name for your
new baby? One that’s nerdy enough to satisfy your
inner fanboy or fangirl, but normal enough to be
cool? Naming Your Little Geek is here to save the day! This
ultimate guidebook is complete with every name a geek
would ever want to give their baby, their meaning, and a list
of all the legends that have borne it. From Anakin and Frodo
to Indiana and Noah, Gwen and Wanda to Vastra and Xena,
you can choose which is best for you and your baby. But
use it with caution—a kid will never live down a name like
Legolas! (But who says that’s a bad thing?)

• Appeals to geek parents and any fan of sci-ﬁ
or fantasy expecting a new little hero
• Goes beyond the more obvious names and
dives deep into geek culture to pull the most
unique names from sci-ﬁ, fantasy, comics,
cartoons, superheroes, anime, video games,
and much more!
• Geek names are becoming increasingly
popular with names like Logan (Marvel’s
Wolverine) and Aria (a variation of Game of
Thrones’ Arya Stark) making the top 20 baby
names in the US in 2017.
• Over 1,000 super names to choose from,
complete with tips on why to choose the
name and where to ﬁnd the name in the
fandom world
• Self-proclaimed geeks love “guide” books,
this one combines the fantastical with the
practical to give them a go-to guide for their
new super fan.

ISBN-13: 9781641702218

Price: $19.99 (USD)

ﬂexible plastic vinyl cover, full-color Illustrations, 6 × 9, 320 pages
Ships: February 2020

Scott Rubin started on the path toward being a

geek early with Dune, Star Wars, and Star Trek, and studying Ancient
Greek and Latin gave him an appreciation of etymology and the study
of names. An avid toy collector and tabletop gamer, Scott can usually
be found at a geek convention near you. He lives in Southern California
with his wife, two young sons, and a cat named Arwen (from The Lord
of the Rings).

• Author plans to attend several conventions
and seek out opportunities to market directly
to fan bases
• Pairs perfectly with our very successful
board book 100 First Words for Little Geeks
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How to Raise Perfectly
Imperfect Kids—and Be
OK with It!

Motherhood Realized

Deliberate Motherhood

Lisa Sugarman, with Debra Fox
Gansenberg
With healthy doses of humor and
reality, Lisa Sugarman reminds
us that our kids were never
meant to be perfect, and perfectly imperfect kids can become
wonderful, well-rounded adults
if we just allow them to grow.

Power of Moms
Filled with essays from real
moms just like you, Motherhood
Realized is the bestselling
companion to moms everywhere
who wonder if they’ll ever
get through the journey.
Motherhood is the hardest
job we’ll ever love, and it’s so
much better when we’re doing it
together.

Power of Moms
Deliberate Motherhood presents
inspiring ideas, poignant stories,
and practical applications to help
mothers find great success and
personal growth in the beautiful
and challenging work of raising
the next generation.

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701617
Trade Paper; 184 pages; 6 × 9

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629074
Trade Paper; 206 pages; 6 × 9

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301902
Trade Paper; 276 pages; 6 × 9

Good Moms Have Scary
Thoughts
Karen Kleiman, Molly McIntyre
Over 90 percent of new mothers
will have scary thoughts about
their baby and themselves. For
too many mothers, those feelings
can grow into anxiety, depression,
and even self-harm. But here’s
good news: you CAN feel better.
Author Karen Kleiman comes to
the aid of new mothers everywhere with a new source of hope,
compassion, and expert help.
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701303
Hardcover; 128 pages; 7 × 7

The Present Parent
Handbook
Timothy Dukes, PhD
Addresses both the dilemmas
and delights in each parenting
moment, providing practices
to manage both. With an A–Z
approach, parents will learn
how to be more mentally and
emotionally available to their
children.
$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547133
Trade Paper; 168 pages; 5 × 7
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The Parent Fix

Raising Stress-Proof Kids

Maggie Stevens
There is power in parenting—
correct parenting. Rather than
focusing on the kids, as so many
other self-help books do, The
Parent Fix stresses that when
parents change, kids change.

Shelley Davidow
Chronic stress is robbing
children of their childhoods
with negative physiological,
emotional, and cognitive
consequences. Raising StressProof Kids shows parents that
there’s a lot we can do to mitigate
the effects of our often toostressful lives on our children’s
growing bodies and brains.

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629203
Trade Paper; 248 pages; 6 × 9

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629647
Trade Paper; 248 pages; 6 × 9

Oh Baby! A Mom’s SelfCare Survival Guide for
the First Year
Maria Lianos-Carbone
Maria Lianos-Carbone, founder
of AMotherWorld.com, oulines
the “proper care and feeding”
of mothers during their baby’s
first year.
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547706
Trade Paper; 270 pages; 6 × 9

Why Can’t We Just Play?

Here Be Dragons

Spilt Milk Yoga

Mother Matters

Pam Lobley
In a culture where children are
pressured constantly to achieve,
what happens when you let
your children do nothing at all?
Nationally syndicated humor
writer Pam Lobley decided to
slow down and give her family a
summer that was a throwback to
the 1950s. With trademark wit
and candor, she reveals what we
can learn from those long-ago
families, why raising kids has
changed so drastically, and most
importantly, how to stop time
once in a while and just play.

Annmarie Kelly-Harbaugh and
Ken Harbaugh
Two parents challenge one
another to find balance between
work and family life. Their stories
are both uproarious and poignant
as they raise children and strive
to leave their mark on the
wider world. Filled with tender
moments and plenty of laughs,
Here Be Dragons recounts the
adventures of a family trying to
stay afloat and offers a life raft to
the rest of us in choppy waters.

Cathryn Monro
Author Cathryn Monro combines
personal experience, honesty,
and humor to acknowledge the
moments when motherhood
stretches us to the edges of our
tolerance, patience, anger, and
exhaustion. Through guided selfinquiry, the challenges become
opportunities to grow, not in
spite of motherhood, but because
of it.

Dayna Kurtz
From postpardum depression
and baby blues to healing meals
and post-natal exercise, Dayna
Kurtz guides new and veteran
mothers alike through the best
practices to care for themselves as
they care for their children.
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547782
Trade Paper; 270 pages; 6 × 9

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934752
Trade Paper; 250 pages; 5 × 7

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934905
Trade Paper; 224 pages; 6 × 9

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934578
Trade Paper; 192 pages; 6 × 9

Dude to Dad

Glad to Be Dad

Stressed Out! For Parents

Hugh Weber
Dude to Dad contains absolutely
no expert advice or medical
guidance. You can read about
mucus plugs and colostrum
elsewhere. What you will find
is a candid, quick, and often
irreverent road map for making
the most of your own personal
transition from Dude to Dad.

Tim J. Myers
By recounting personal
experiences, offering sincere
opinions, and including quizzes
for fatherly-preparedness,
Tim Myers emphasizes the
importance of fatherly influence
in the home.

Ben Bernstein, PhD
Dr. B., celebrated performance
coach for CEOs, athletes, and
musicians, takes on parents this
time in Stressed Out! For Parents.
Focusing on his nine steps to
help during stressful situations,
Dr. B. teaches parents in clear,
entertaining writing how to be
calm, confident, and focused.

$10.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301261
Trade Paper; 132 pages; 5 × 8

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301018
Trade Paper; 270 pages; 6 × 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629319
Trade Paper; 200 pages; 6 × 9

The Best-Kept Secrets of
Parenting
Brad Wilcox and Jerrick Robbins
International speaker and educator Brad Wilcox and coauthor
Jerrick Robbins share eighteen of
the most overlooked principles
that help parents succeed. The
heartwarming experiences shared
as “secrets” will truly make the
difference in your family.
$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301407
Trade Paper; 184 pages; 6 × 9
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A New Way for Mothers

How to Hug a Hedgehog

Louise Webster
Inspiration, encouragement, and
a step-by-step approach for every
mother wishing to engage their
talents during the hours their
children are at school. This book
has strategies and tips for all
aspects of life—from finding the
right type of work to supporting
your health—to help moms find
purpose and balance through the
preschool years and beyond.

Brad Wilcox and Jerrick Robbins
A teen’s job is to be difficult,
and most do it really, really well.
No problem. With entertaining
stories and twelve principles that
open the cages, unlock the doors,
gently tear down those walls,
and get you talking, How to Hug
a Hedgehog explores everything
from communication to what
you might have missed on the
teen “warning label.”

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547171
Trade Paper; 192 pages; 6 × 9

Mothering with Courage

Lisa Sugarman
In Untying Parent Anxiety,
nationally syndicated humor
columnist and author Lisa
Sugarman reminds us that our
kids aren’t supposed to be perfect.
(And neither are we.) And as
soon as we embrace the idea
that parenthood is not a straight
line, we unlock everyone’s full
potential.

Bonnie Compton
A detailed guidebook for your
journey as a mother, complete
with the latest understanding
and tips for healthy parenting
and motherhood. Practical,
educational, and inspirational,
the book provides self-reflective
questions and guided journaling
exercises for mothers, specifically
related to aspects of their lives
and mothering.

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629197
Trade Paper; 176 pages; 6 × 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822576
Trade Paper; 208 pages; 6 × 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822637
Trade Paper; 270 pages; 6 × 9

Family Ever After

Muddling Through

Family Talk

Tell Me a Story in the Dark

Michelle H. Packard
Wife and mother of four
Michelle Packard knows how
crazy a family life can be and
shares tips and tricks to not
just appreciate the chaos but to
appreciate and love those who
can make your life the most
difficult. While the idea of happy
ever after is distorted, you can, in
fact, achieve a Family Ever After.

Bil Lepp
National storyteller and five-time
champion of the West Virginia
Liars’ Contest Bil Lepp shares his
perspective on parenting, from
the insatiable and unanswerable
questions children pose to the
most meaningful traditions that
draw a family together.

Christy Monson
Family councils are a great
way to bring children and
parents together in a positive
environment where they can
discuss and solve problems.
In this book, Christy Monson
outlines the benefits of family
councils and the best ways to
implement them in your own
family.

John Olive
Tonight, don’t read your child
a story. Instead, dim the light,
lie down, and create storytelling
magic. Weave a spell that
will enchant your child . . .
Written by an award-winning
playwright, Tell Me a Story in the
Dark provides you with every
tool you need to tell great and
entertaining stories.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301797
Trade Paper; 210 pages; 6 × 9

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629586
Trade Paper; 300 pages; 7.5 × 9.25

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301384
Trade Paper; 194 pages; 6 × 9
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Untying Parent Anxiety
(Years 5–8)

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781938301032
Trade Paper; 126 pages; 5 × 8

To Have and Not to Hold

Adopting Hope

Lorri Antosz Benson
Lorri Antosz Benson’s memoir
chronicles her decision to
place her unborn daughter for
adoption. Years later, Lorri did
everything she could to find and
connect with her. With accounts
from the daughter, birthmother,
and adoptive mother, To Have
and Not to Hold shows how
adoption shapes everyone
involved.

Lorri Antosz Benson
From Lorri Antosz Benson,
author of To Have and Not to
Hold, this heartfelt compilation
is ultimately a message of hope,
love, and destiny as each family
discovers that a child doesn’t
need to be blood-related to be
truly yours. Includes essays
from adoptees, birthparents, and
adoptive parents.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934813
Trade Paper; 192 pages; 6 × 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700368
Trade Paper; 224 pages; 6 × 9

Parenting for the
Digital Age
Bill Ratner
Bill Ratner, a long-time
Hollywood insider and voice
of movie trailers, explores the
change in advertising since 1982
and what children are currently
exposed to. As a parent and
veteran insider to the world of
media, Ratner talks openly about
the problems associated with
excessive screen time, children’s
advertising, and what parents can
do about it.
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629050
Trade Paper; 190 pages; 6 × 9

The Power of Dadhood
Michael Byron Smith
The Power of Dadhood empowers
fathers with the knowledge
that they are vitally important.
National speaker Michael Byron
Smith discusses the implications
of a fatherless home, the
challenges of parenting, and the
hierarchy of fathers. Any man
can assess himself, see where
he stands, and make choices to
become a real Dad and find the
power of Dadhood!
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629661
Trade Paper; 248 pages; 6 × 9

Starred
Review

Has Hollywood Lost Its
Mind?

From Tweens to Teens

Chris Hicks
Thirty-year movie reviewer
veteran Chris Hicks explores
the history of the movie rating
system and the inconsistency
in the ratings and shares
advice on how to make better
choices in your family’s movie
entertainment.

Maria Clark Fleshood
In this groundbreaking guide,
psychotherapist and educator
Maria Clark Fleshood encourages
parents to revive global traditions
to mark preadolescence (ages
eight to thirteen) with rituals and
celebrations that guide young
women through these years of
self-discovery.

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301193
Trade Paper; 258 pages; 6 × 9

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934561
Trade Paper; 166 pages; 6 × 9

Unlocking Parental
Intelligence

Does My Child Have
PTSD?

Laurie Hollman, PhD
With extensive research and
entertaining examples, Dr.
Laurie Hollman provides five
simple steps to help parents
better understand the context of
children’s perplexing behavior
and how to cultivate real change.

Jolene Philo
When children experience
medical illness, witness violence,
or are abused, it can leave a
lasting effect. Does My Child Have
PTSD? is designed for readers
looking for answers about the
puzzling, disturbing behaviors of
children in their care.

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934042
Trade Paper; 254 pages; 6 × 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934011
Trade Paper; 200 pages; 6 × 9
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Feed the Baby Hummus

Debunking the Bump

Lisa Lewis, MD

Daphne Adler

$18.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547799
Trade Paper; 302 pages; 6 × 9

$18.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547805
Trade Paper; 352 pages; 6 × 9

The 5 Foundations of
Successful Teens

Grandmothering

Twinsight

Linda Eyre

Dara Lovitz

$18.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547904
Trade Paper; 356 pages; 6 × 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547720
Trade Paper; 206 pages; 6 × 9

The Busy Parent’s Guide to
Managing Anxiety in Children
and Teens: The Parental
Intelligence Way

The Busy Parent’s Guide to
Managing Anger in Children
and Teens: The Parental
Intelligence Way

Mothers of the Village

Laurie Hollman, PhD

Laurie Hollman, PhD

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700108
Trade Paper; 112 pages; 5 × 7

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700115
Trade Paper; 112 pages; 5 × 7

Mark J. Luciano, PhD
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700375
Trade Paper; 224 pages; 6 × 9
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Grandparenting the
Blended Family
Dene Low, PhD
$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301322
Trade Paper; 178 pages; 6 × 9

C. J. Schneider
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934370
Trade Paper; 218 pages; 6 × 9

SELF-HELP / WELLNESS
THE 101 AMAZING USES SERIES

101 Amazing Uses for
Apple Cider Vinegar

101 Amazing Uses for
Coconut Oil

101 Amazing Uses for
Essential Oils

101 Amazing Uses for
Garlic

Susan Branson

Susan Branson

Susan Branson

Susan Branson

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547140
Trade Paper; 144 pages; 5.8 × 8.3

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547157
Trade Paper; 162 pages; 5.8 × 8.3

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547164
Trade Paper; 148 pages; 5.8 × 8.3

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547911
Trade Paper; 154 pages; 5.8 × 8.3

101 Amazing Uses
for Ginger

101 Amazing Uses
for Honey

101 Amazing Uses
for Turmeric

Susan Branson

Susan Branson

Susan Branson

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547126
Trade Paper; 136 pages; 5.8 × 8.3

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700443
Trade Paper; 144 pages; 5.8 × 8.3

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547928
Trade Paper; 156 pages; 5.8 × 8.3

Series author Susan Branson earned
an undergraduate degree in biology
from St. Francis Xavier University
then an MSc in toxicology from
the University of Ottawa. From
there, she worked in research: in
the ﬁeld, in the lab, as a writer,
and as an administrator. She is
now a holistic nutritional consultant
and a member of CSNN’s Alumni
Association, Canada’s leading holistic
nutrition school.
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Aging Joyfully
Embrace Your Changing Body, Work, Health,
and Relationships after 50
B Y C A R L A M A R I E M A N LY , P H D

How does a woman embrace her maturity with joy
and strength when her body changes year to year?
Psychologist Dr. Carla Marie Manly provides an
important and meaningful window into womanhood
for those approaching fifty and beyond. A must-read
book for any woman approaching the age of fifty, Aging
Joyfully touches the sensitive reality of the transition
from a life filled with new beginnings to a graceful
process filled with freedom, beauty, and joy.
Includes chapters on:
• Loving Your Changing, Maturing Body
• Your Health: What to Expect with Menopause,
Memory Changes, and More
• Shifting Relationships: Understanding and Adapting
to Natural Changes in Relationship Dynamics
• The Worlds of Work and Retirement: Facing Ageism
and Retirement with Awareness
• Aging Parents, Caregiving, and Loss: Gracefully
Caring for Others and Letting Go
• Slowing Down as the Time Speeds Up: The Art of
Transitioning into a New Life Role

$18.99
ISBN-13: 9781641701419
Trade Paper; 256 pages; 6 × 9

Joy from Fear
Carla Marie Manly, PhD
In her enlightening book, Joy
from Fear, clinical psychologist
Dr. Carla Marie Manly explains
that fear is not the enemy we
thought it was; fear, when faced
with awareness, is the powerful
ally and best friend we all need.
$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701211
Trade Paper; 256 pages; 6 × 9
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Finding Peace in Times of
Tragedy

The Happiness Paradox
The Happiness Paradigm

On Loss and Living
Onward

Christy Monson
Therapist Christy Monson
professionally and
compassionately describes how
tragedy physically changes the
brain and the body, and she
provides powerful techniques to
help heal those invisible wounds
and cope with the turmoil of
our day.

Richard Eyre
New York Times #1 bestselling
author Richard Eyre contends
that the three things today’s
society desires the most—control,
ownership, and independence—
are, paradoxically, the three
things that bring the most
challenges and unhappiness in
our lives.

Melissa Dalton-Bradford
After experiencing the loss of her
firstborn son, Melissa DaltonBradford thrust herself into
literature searching for those
who have experienced similar,
devastating loss. On Loss and
Living Onward compiles the best
resources to guide the living
through the process of grief.

$17.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701228
Trade Paper; 224 pages; 6 × 9

$18.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700535
Trade Paper; 196 pages; 6 × 9

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301926
Trade Paper; 280 pages; 6 × 9

Becoming Free

Reﬁned by Fire

Expressive Writing for Healing

Christy Monson
Becoming Free is a step-by-step book to
help you to shed your armor, expand your
optimistic thinking, and enhance your ability
to give and receive. Once you become free of
the armor you’ve built around you to protect
yourself, you’ll find the abundant life you have
always sought.

Mary Potter Kenyon
“Where is the handbook for widows?” Mary
Potter Kenyon lamented as she planned a
funeral for her beloved husband. In beautiful
prose, touching metaphors and stories, and
actual journal entries, Mary Potter Kenyon
provides a balm for the grieving soul.

Mary Potter Kenyon
Writing is one of the oldest and most effective
means of self-exploration, self-expression, and
self-discovery. In this new guided journal, Mary
Potter Kenyon offers readers an opportunity to
reflect on the meaning and significance of loss
and allows the griever to sort through all the
conflicting emotions that arise after a death.

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301841
Trade Paper; 280 pages; 6 × 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629340
Trade Paper; 170 pages; 6 × 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547447
Trade Paper; 196 pages; 6 × 9

I Have Cancer, Now What?

The Family Guide to Aging Parents

Deployed

Carson and Cindy Boss
You have cancer, and you need the help and
support of your spouse and family more than
ever. I Have Cancer, Now What? includes
information on how to overcome the shock
and fear of diagnosis, how to talk to your
spouse and extended family, how to consult
on what you want from your doctors,
and much more.

Carolyn Rosenblatt
The Family Guide to Aging Parents is the
complete guide to help the caregiver
understand the issues and be prepared for
the realities. Covering everything from legal
issues to what to do when your aging parent
still wants to drive, The Family Guide to Aging
Parents provides clear counsel for giving
loving care and enjoying life after retirement.

Stanley Hall, PhD
Wondering what you are in for as you move to
your first military base, or as you try to recover
from numerous deployments? Deployed is
the perfect solution for every member of a
military family who wants a healthy family.

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547065
Trade Paper; 156 pages; 6 × 9

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629579
Trade Paper; 342 pages; 6 × 9

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301674
Trade Paper; 218 pages; 6 × 9
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Broken Brain,
Fortiﬁed Faith
Virginia Pillars
Broken Brain, Fortified Faith
shares one mother’s struggle
as she charges into the world
of mental illness, searching
for answers to her daughter’s
schizophrenia. Along the way,
Virginia Pillars learns to rely
on her faith as she faces the
challenges that often accompany
mental illness.
$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934745
Trade Paper; 290 pages; 6 × 9

Crush Your Test Anxiety

Fortify

Shelley Davidow and Paul
Williams
Fail Brilliantly proposes a radical
shift: erase the word and concept
of failure from the realms of
education and human endeavors.
Replace it with new words and
concepts. This shift in position
has the potential to transform
our lives and ultimately reshape
our definition of success.

Ben Bernstein, PhD
Based on fifty years of teaching
experience and thirty years of
clinical psychology experience,
Crush Your Test Anxiety distills
the best practices used by elite
athletes, artists, and top business
performers to create a system
that can be applied to any test for
higher performance.

Fight the New Drug
With tens of thousands
of individuals addicted to
pornography, Fortify: The
Fighter’s Guide to Overcoming
Pornography Addiction is the
most complete and tested
program to help teens and young
adults overcome the addiction
and create habits that will enable
them to be successful in life.
Includes pages of week-by-week
Battle Plans.

$18.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547256
Trade Paper; 192 pages; 6 × 9

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700252
Trade Paper; 288 pages; 6 × 9

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934127
Trade Paper; 290 pages; 6 × 9

New Tricks for Old Dogs

Ironmom

Body Fit

Gene Perret
New Tricks for Old Dogs points
out some of the flaws in the
self-help philosophy. It tempers
the advice with common sense.
The battle cry of this volume
is “Do it, but don’t overdo it.”
Sometimes, after we reach a
certain age, the best exercise
program is a good, brisk nap.

Mette Harrison
From the personal tragedy of
a stillbirth to an Ironman and
beyond, author and stay-at-home
mom of five children Mette
Harrison learned life lessons
about accepting herself, moving
forward, pushing to become
better, and bringing her family
along the way—sometimes
kicking and screaming.

Greg Marshall
Greg Marshall, who has helped
thousands of fitness beginners
achieve their fitness goals,
cuts through the overhyped
exercise advice and provides
a simple step-by-step path to
better health, more endurance, a
stronger body, and a happier you.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934462
Trade Paper; 240 pages; 5 × 8
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Fail Brilliantly

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301360
Trade Paper; 216 pages; 6 × 9

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301230
Trade Paper; 240 pages; 6 × 9

For Those with
Empty Arms
Emily Harris Adams
After receiving the news that
in vitro would be their only
hope for biological children,
award-winning poet Emily
Harris Adams had to learn to
live in a new world of needles,
embarrassing tests, long waiting
periods, and expensive doctor’s
appointments.
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629609
Trade Paper; 262 pages; 5 × 8

MARRIAGE

The 8 Myths of Marriaging
Making a Marriage a Verb and Replacing Myth with Truth
BY RICHARD AND LINDA EYRE

New York Times #1 bestselling authors of Teaching Your Children
Values and relationship experts Richard and Linda Eyre explore
the eight most common myths about marriage and the truth
about how to have a successful and fulfilling marriage.
Exploring equality versus synergy, completion versus individual quest, harmony versus productive debate, a test drive versus
constant commitment, and more, the Eyres show that popular
opinions and behaviors toward successful marriages actually
reduce the chance of marriage fulfillment.
Drawing on more than fifty years of marriage and hundreds
of interviews across the world, The 8 Myths of Marriaging is a
must-read book for anyone considering marriage or currently
nurturing their marriage of many years.
$19.99
ISBN-13: 9781641701396
Trade Paper; 256 pages; 6 x 9

The Two-Minute Secret to Staying
in Love

Questions Couples Ask Behind
Closed Doors

A Couple’s Guide to Happy
Retirement and Aging

Heidi Poelman
Marry the one you love, and love the one
you marry. It sounds simple enough. But
staying in love turns out to be a whole lot
different than falling in love. The Two-Minute
Secret to Staying in Love explores the little
things couples think, say, and do to stay in
love for the long haul. Whether it’s choosing
an attitude of gratitude, leaving a love note,
giving a welcome-home hug at the door, or
calling just to say “Hello,” The Two-Minute
Secret to Staying in Love is full of simple ways
to love the one you married, two minutes at
a time.

James Osterhaus, PhD
Noted marriage therapist and executive
coach James Osterhaus takes the top eighteen
questions he’s been asked the most and
answers them for you in this book. Each
chapter stands on its own as couples search
for answers to the challenges they face. After
many of the chapters, you will find very
helpful, practical tips to help you understand
your relationship better, and begin the
process of making it more fulfilling.

Sara Yogev, PhD
Written by a psychologist specializing in
work and family issues, and drawing from
actual accounts from retired couples, this
book helps you prepare emotionally for the
dramatic life changes during retirement,
coaches you to find new purposes to your
life beyond work, nurtures the relationship
with your companion to strengthen your
friendship and love, and recommends
strategies to successfully deal with differences
around money, time together versus apart,
housework, and family relationships.

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547058
Trade Paper; 196 pages; 6 × 9

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629371
Trade Paper; 280 pages; 6 × 9

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547713
Trade Paper; 360 pages; 6 × 9
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Master American History
in 1 Minute a Day
Dan Roberts
Where was the lost colony? What
tipped the balance in the Civil
War? Were there second thoughts
about dropping the atomic bomb?
Amaze your friends and
stun your coworkers with
these answers and more. Join
acclaimed historian Dan Roberts
on a bite-sized romp through
500 years of American history.
$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701235
Paper over board with gold foil and spot
UV; 304 pages; 5 × 7

Their Story Is Our Story
Spare, haunting, utterly
magnificent, and profoundly
human, the refugee stories
inside this remarkable volume of
exquisite photography will teach
you that the surest way to draw
humans together begins with the
words “I want to tell
you my story . . . ”
$34.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700498
Paper over board with three-piece binding;
232 pages; 8 × 10

Shelter

Coupon Crazy

Wayne Bingham
After being trained in, and
practicing conventional glass,
steel, and concrete architecture
for thirty years, an awardwinning architect discovers the
concept of sustainable living and
embarks on a journey that ends
with his own strawbale home at
the foot of the Grand Tetons.

Mary Potter Kenyon
Coupon Crazy examines the
phenomena of coupon use
and the sociocultural and
socioeconomic factors that
construct it from the viewpoint
of Mary Potter Kenyon, a thirtyyear veteran in the extreme sport
of couponing. Also includes
couponing tips for aspiring
couponers.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629258
Trade Paper; 198 pages; 5 × 8
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Let Me Tell You My Story

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301889
Trade Paper; 250 pages; 6 × 9

The 5 Essays You
Must Master to
Be College Ready
Laura Torres
The 5 Essays You Must Master
to Be College Ready includes
lessons, tips, and organizational
guides for writing clear and
compelling essays. Laura Torres
walks students through the
complete writing process (with
provided grading rubrics).
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547188
Trade Paper; 224 pages; 6 × 9

How to Succeed with Your
Home Owners Association
Linda Perret
How to Succeed with Your Home
Owners Association is the handbook to help new homeowners
transition into peaceful community living. This comprehensive
guide explains the ins and outs
of an HOA, from the structure
and responsibilities to resolving
disputes.
$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934486
Trade Paper; 198 pages; 6 × 9

437 Edible Wild Plants of
the Rocky Mountain West
Caleb Warnock
Self-sufficiency expert Caleb
Warnock shares his expertise of
living off the land in 437 Edible
Wild Plants, the go-to guide for
any adventurer or homesteader
interested in learning about
natural, edible vegetation.
$27.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547836
Flexicover; Full-color interior with over
1,450 photographs; 496 pages; 5.3 × 8.8

The 7 Wonders of Olive Oil
Alice Alech and Cécile Le Galliard
With detailed research from
doctors and nutritionists around
the globe, The 7 Wonders of Olive
Oil reveals seven amazing health
benefits of olive oil, the role olive
oil plays in the Mediterranean
diet, and tips for cooking with,
buying, and storing the green
nectar.
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934738
Trade Paper; 176 pages; 6 × 9

From New York Times #1 Bestselling
Authors Richard and Linda Eyre
ichard and Linda Eyre are New York Times #1 bestselling authors whose writing career
has spanned four decades and whose books have sold in the millions. They have appeared
R
on virtually all major national talk shows including Oprah and Today. They write a syndicated
weekly newspaper column and currently spend most of their time traveling and speaking to
audiences throughout the world on families, parenting, and life-balance.

The Turning

Grandmothering

Richard and Linda Eyre
In one of their most important
books to date, Richard and Linda
Eyre examine the connections
between the world’s mounting
social problems and the
breakdown of families.

Linda Eyre
Linda Eyre shares her secret
formula for teaching your
grandchildren values, building
meaningful connections with
them, and giving them grit and
resilience, plus an appendix of
easy recipes to feed a crowd.

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629265
Trade Paper; 366 pages; 6 × 9

$18.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547904
Trade Paper; 365 pages; 6 × 9

Being a Proactive
Grandfather

The Happiness Paradox
The Happiness Paradigm

Richard Eyre
Being a grandfather is one of the
most celebrated responsibilities
a person can have. But what
kind of grandfather will you be
and what level of commitment
will you provide for your
grandchildren?

Richard Eyre
Richard Eyre contends that
the three things today’s society
desires the most—control,
ownership, and independence—
are, paradoxically, the three
things that bring the most
challenges and unhappiness in
our lives.

$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547270
Trade Paper; 160 pages; 5.83 × 8.27

$18.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700535
Trade Paper; 192 pages; 6 × 9

The Half-Diet Diet

Life in Full

The 8 Myths of Marriage

Poems

Richard Eyre, foreword by Dr.
Noall Wolff
The weight-loss solution?
Eat half. Too easy? No! But
worthwhile. Richard Eyre
provides the program to
accomplish your weight-loss
goals by taming your physical,
mental, and spiritual appetites.

Richard and Linda Eyre
Eighty million Baby Boomers
are now in or approaching their
sixties. Creating a proactive plan
for the next twenty years is both
possible and practical, and Life in
Full is the template!

Richard and Linda Eyre
In this book, Explore equality
versus synergy, completion
versus individual quest, harmony
versus productive debate,
a test drive versus constant
commitment, and much more.

Richard Eyre
While writing prose has
basically become Richard Eyre’s
profession, writing poetry has
always been his love. Here, for
the first time in published form,
he shares some of his poetic
efforts about the people and
things we love.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934134
Trade Paper; 226 pages; 6 × 9

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672937
Trade Paper; 322 pages; 6 × 9

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701396
Trade Paper; 256 pages; 6 X 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547294
Trade Paper; 192 pages; 6 × 9
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The Family Edge

Don’t Burp in the Boardroom

Red Zone, Blue Zone

Gibb Dyer, PhD
A ground-breaking book for any business
owner, family business, or budding
entrepreneur, The Family Edge provides clear
evidence and powerful tools to help you
leverage the asset you need but have probably
not paid enough attention to: family capital.

Rosalinda Oropeza Randall
With her sometimes sassy and playful
answers, Rosalinda Oropeza Randall shows
how easy it is to build a sparkling professional
reputation by knowing how to handle
workplace dilemmas. Includes quizzes,
hilarious anecdotes, Q&A, illustrations, and
inside tabs for handy reference.

James Osterhaus, PhD; Joseph Jurkowski;
and Todd Hahn
Red Zone, Blue Zone provides key concepts
on how personal and organizational conflict
are foundational opportunities that, when
navigated skillfully, lead to personal growth
and organizational health. A key book for
business leaders.

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629357
Trade Paper; Illustrations Through out; 378 pages, 5 x 8

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629630
Trade Paper; 166 pages; 5.5 × 8.5

Intentional Conversations

Intentional Relationships

Leadership Vertigo

Ken Tucker
Using six steps and a “SECRET” formula,
international speaker and Fortune 500
strategist Ken Tucker provides a practical
and easy-to-use process for turning normal,
everyday workplace conversations into
career-enhancing and life-transforming
opportunities.

Ken Tucker
Every day, our actions are structured by our
relationships. How can we make important
relationships stronger? And how can we
avoid unhealthy relationships? From Fortune
500 consultant Ken Tucker, Intentional
Relationships answers these questions and
more in a surprising, life-changing, and
career-enhancing way.

S. Max Brown and Tanveer Naseer
When your brain sends you false signals
that everything in your organization is okay
when it is not, we call this phenomenon
Leadership Vertigo. Leadership Vertigo will
help you to understand how you can counter
these bouts of self-deception by employing
four Leadership Landmarks—Community,
Competence, Credibility, and Compassion—
to get your team back on course.

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701402
Trade Paper; 256 pages; 6 × 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672906
Trade Paper; 156 pages; 6 × 9
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$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934479
Trade Paper; 172 pages; 6 × 9

$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547072
Trade Paper; 154 pages; 5.5 × 8.5

FOR TEENS

For

TEENS

Dear Libby

The Ravenous Gown

Libby Kiszner
In Dear Libby, trusted columnist Libby
Kiszner answers real questions from real
teens about friendship. The book includes
tips, activities, and teaching strategies.

Steffani Raff
In a world obsessed with outward
appearances, The Ravenous Gown inspires
women of all ages to discover the power
within.

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700184
Trade Paper; 224 pages; 6 × 9

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629593
Trade Paper; 196 pages; 5 × 8

“s om Ew he Re
in sId e Yo u
th eR e iS a Se ed
pa cK et Wi th yo ur
picTu re On iT, a
picTu re Of tH e
fu lly re aLiz eD
yo u.”
—Stressed Out! For Teens

The Lost Art of Ladyhood

Stressed Out! For Teens

My Name Is Cool

Jessie Funk
Happiness does not come from revealing all
your skin or going clubbing every weekend
where you get so drunk you don’t remember
who you kissed. Happiness comes from living
a life of character. The Lost Art of Ladyhood
is a road map for young women to navigate
their way to confidence and class. Includes
QR codes to videos from author Jessie Funk.

Ben Bernstein, PhD
In this new book by Dr. Ben Bernstein,
author of Test Success, Dr. Bernstein (Dr.
B.) uncovers the key principles for success,
whether in academics, sports, music, family
life, work, or life in general. Dr. Bernstein
teaches how teenagers can harness their
potential, manage their stress, and achieve
their highest objectives.

Antonio Sacre
Using his own personal history and telling
the stories that audiences across the nation
have found so captivating, award-winning
storyteller and author Antonio Sacre
weaves the Spanish language, Cuban and
Mexican customs, and Irish humor into an
unforgettable book of humor and inspiration
for teens across all cultural boundaries.

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629395
Trade Paper; 302 pages; 5 × 8

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629388
Trade Paper; 270 pages; 6 × 9

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301568
Trade Paper; 170 pages; 5 × 8
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Finding Family

Cooked Raw

Global Mom

Richard Hill
Finding Family: My Search for Roots and the
Secrets in My DNA is the highly suspenseful
account of an adoptee trying to reclaim the
biological family denied him by sealed birth
records. This fascinating quest, including the
author’s landmark use of DNA testing, takes
readers on an exhilarating roller-coaster
ride and concludes with a twist that rivals
anything Hollywood has to offer.

Matthew Kenney
An expansive, entertaining memoir that
tells the story of how Matthew Kenney
transitioned from a mainstream celebrity
chef in New York to a pioneer of plantbased cuisine and his mission to change the
way the world eats and thinks about food.
Cooked Raw highlights a journey of courage,
persistence, risk, the reward of following
one’s passion, and the future of food for the
twenty-first century.

Melissa Dalton-Bradford
After more than twenty years living
internationally—sixteen addresses, eight
countries, and five different languages—
writer Melissa Dalton-Bradford shares a
fantastic journey of motherhood that will
inspire any family. Follow this family of six
on their passage—extraordinary, hilarious,
and heartbreakingly poignant—from bright
lights (of New York City) to the Northern
Lights (of Norway).

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629364
Trade Paper; 242 pages; 6 × 9

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301346
Trade Paper; 322 pages; 6 × 9

$18.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547393
Trade Paper; 304 pages; 6 × 9
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The Soul of My Soldier

Crystal Puzzle

Chemo-Therapist

Evolution of Cocoons

Abigail B. Calkin
Author and poet Abigail B.
Calkin shares her journey living
with a husband who struggles
with PTSD after serving three
tours of duty in two different
wars. This moving, raw, and
beautiful memoir recounts the
many experiences living with a
soldier and how PTSD and war
influenced their relationship.

Ashley Nance
A delightful and true story of
growing up with a sister with
Asperger’s, Crystal Puzzle
chronicles powerful family
experiences from the realization
that there was something
different about her sister
through the hopes and joys and
challenges of school to eventual
independence.

Mary Potter Kenyon
Chemo-Therapist: How Cancer
Cured a Marriage details the
journey that a diagnosis of cancer
brings to a marriage and a family
with young children. More than
that, it is a moving testimonial
of a marriage and love renewed
by a shared experience with a
life-threatening illness.

Janna Vought
Evolution of Cocoons is a
firsthand account of mothering
a child who suffers from debilitating mental and developmental
illnesses. It is an honest, brutal,
introspective, and searching look
into a life changed by a child’s
imbalanced mind and a mother’s
search for strength.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672944
Trade Paper; 232 pages; 6 × 9

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301575
Trade Paper; 156 pages; 6 × 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629098
Trade Paper; 188 pages; 6 × 9

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301865
Trade Paper; 140 pages; 5.5 × 8.5

Praise for A Land Twice Promised

“Truth is never black and white. Baum
guides us though the shades of gray with
love and wisdom.” —Rabbi Sid Schwarz,
Senior Fellow, Clal: The National Jewish
Center for Learning and Leadership
“In this touching and honest memoir,
Baum shares the story of how her search
for peace informed her life. Baum’s genuine
desire to make a difference may well inspire
others to do the same.” —Publishers Weekly
“An inspiration and a pathway to all who
yearn for peace.” —Gerda Weissmann
Klein, Holocaust survivor and author of
All But My Life

A Land Twice Promised

Where There’s Smoke, There’s Dinner

Noa Baum
A Land Twice Promised delves into the heart of one of the world’s most enduring and
complex conflicts. Baum’s deeply personal memoir recounts her journey from girlhood in
post-Holocaust Israel to her adult encounter with “the other.” With honesty, compassion,
and humor, she captures the drama of a nation at war and her discovery of humanity in
the enemy.
Born and raised in Jerusalem, Noa Baum is an award-winning storyteller. She performs
and teaches internationally with diverse audiences ranging from The World Bank, the US
Defense Department, and prestigious universities and congregations to inner-city schools
and detention centers.

Regi Carpenter
Family: comfort food or a recipe for disaster?
Award-winning storyteller Regi Carpenter
brings her trademark humor to print with tales
of a family that pulsates with contradictions:
religious and raucous, tender but terrible.
These honest stories celebrate the glorious
and gut-wrenching lives of four generations of
Carpenters raised on the St. Lawrence River.

$18.95

ISBN-13: 9781942934493

Trade Paper; 340 pages; 6 × 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934400
Trade Paper; 182 pages; 6 × 9

Teaching Will

Mary & Me

52 Weeks of Cookies

Mel Ryane
After the waning of her successful acting
career, Mel Ryane found herself creatively
adrift and proposed creating an after-school
Shakespeare program at a local public school.
A comedy of errors, but inspiring throughout, Teaching Will is a story for teachers,
volunteers, actors, and parents—as well as
anyone who’s ever had to let go of a dream.

Mary Potter Kenyon and Mary Jedlicka
Humston
Mary & Me explores a thirty-year friendship
between two women, tethered together by
thousands of handwritten letters. Coauthors
Mary Potter Kenyon and Mary Jedlicka
Humston share an unforgettable friendship
that will inspire you to pick up your pen and
begin writing “Dear . . . ”

Maggie McCreath
With plenty of sugar cookies but no
sugarcoating, 52 Weeks of Cookies is a story of
family love during a member’s deployment,
with all the fear, grief, laughter, gratitude, and
joy that came with it. Includes a collection
of fifty-two original cookie recipes, curated
specifically for military care packages.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629234
Trade Paper; 234 pages; 6 × 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934028
Trade Paper; 222 pages; 6 × 9

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934363
Trade Paper; 348 pages; 6 × 9
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Color Me Your Way

S

tarted back in 2011 by author-artist Pamela Smart, Color
Me Your Way is the original adult coloring book series.
Its oversized format, spiral binding, acid-free art paper,
hidden images throughout, and over one million copies sold make
Color Me books still among the best in their class.

66

ONE
MILLION
COPIES
SOLD!

Color Me Your Way

Color Me 2

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781450781763
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781467533942
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

Color Me 3

Color Me 4

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781467572125
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9780990386018
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

Color Me Your Way 5

Color Me Your Way 6

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822668
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701259
Spiral bound; 16 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

A Beginner’s Guide to Rag Quilting
Christine Mann
Packed with full-color photographs and tons of
creative inspiration, every detail of the book from
the step-by-step photographed instructions to the
lay-flat spiral binding is designed specifically with
the beginning quilter in mind.

A Beginner’s Guide to Quilting

Big Book of Family Games

Christine Mann
Christine Mann makes it easy to
master the beginning principles of
quilting with six easy starter projects.

Brad Berger
This travel-friendly book guarantees
hours of engaging entertainment
with 101 original, rigorously tested
games that challenge each player’s
ability to strategize, bluff, read minds,
memorize, think quickly, and solve
puzzles. No texting, tweeting, or
surfing allowed!

$24.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700337
Paperback with ﬂaps; Includes 4 fabric quilt labels;
4 quilting templates; and 2 machine quilting
needles; full-color photography throughout
128 pages; 8 × 10

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701334
Flexicover; 2-color interior; 368 pages; 5 × 8

$24.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701471
Covered; spiral bound paperback; Includes 4 fabric quilt labels; 4
quilting templates; and 2 machine quilting needles;
128 pages, 8.3 x 9.9

Road Tripping

Fairy House

Knot It!

Loralee Leavitt and Rick Walton
The truth is that any family
can take a long road trip. All
it takes is preparation and a
determination to keep your
family’s spirits up, no matter the
situation. Loralee Leavitt and
Rick Walton take you through
what you need to know to
survive any situation as a family
on the road.

Mike and Debbie Schramer
Through more than 350 clear,
detailed, full-color photographs,
the reader will learn to fashion
an amazing array of beautiful
and unique pieces that will
inspire the reader to find
their true artistic ability and
imagination.

John Sherry
Master 100 essential outdoor
knots with help from John
Sherry, the world’s leading knottying educator!

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629043
Trade Paper; 146 pages; 5.5 × 8.5

$24.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547737
Hardcover with 6 waterproof knot cards
and practice paracord; 146 pages; 7 × 9

$24.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629692
Paperback with ﬂaps; full-color,
192 pages; 8 × 10
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Bad Day Ice Cream
Kathryn Thompson
Recipes by Barbara Beery
Life is unpredictable, and bad days happen.
While ice cream may not be a cure-all, when
combined with encouraging advice, it can be
just the pick-me-up you need to keep going.
$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701372
Paper over board with spot UV; 128 pages; 7 x 7

Skinny Southern
Lara Lyn Carter
The recipes in this cookbook
don’t just “lighten up” Southern
food—they offer gluten-free and
paleo options as well. It’s the
Southern cuisine you know and
love, at its very finest.
$29.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701082
Hardcover, paper-over-board cover with
3-piece binding and decorative cloth
spine; Full-color interior; 224 pages; 8.25
× 10.25
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The Munchy Munchy
Cookbook for Kids
Pierre A Lamielle
Join Pierre A Lamielle on a kitchen adventure
as he introduces you to the Munchy Munchy
Gang, a team of characters here to educate
kids on the art of cooking and the range of
flavors they’ll encounter.
$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701563
Covered-spiral bound hardcover with full-color
photography and illustration; 160 pages; 8 x 10

The Stevia Solution
Cookbook
Caleb Warnock
With over sixty full-color recipes
and information on how to grow,
buy, and use stevia in everyday
cooking, The Stevia Solution
Cookbook is the comprehensive
guide to this dynamic sweetener.
$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934066
Paperback with ﬂaps; full-color
photography; 160 pages; 7.5 × 9.75

Peachy

Eat, Laugh, Talk
The Family Dinner Project
Eat, Laugh, Talk gives you the tools to
have fun family dinners with great food
and great conversation. The book includes
conversation starters as well as quick and
easy recipes to bring your family closer.
$24.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701648
Covered spiral bound harcover; Includes conversation
starter cards; 160 pages; 7.75 x 9.5

BW

The Pear Aﬁcionado

BW

Lori Nawyn
With 100 recipes from across the
country, Peachy shines new light
on an old favorite.

Lori Nawyn
The unassuming pear steals
home plate with its flavor and
versatility.

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629913
Trade Paper; 158 pages; 6 × 9

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629180
Trade Paper; 140 pages; 6 × 9

Quinoa Crazy

Chia Crazy

Grain Crazy

Britney Rule and Cherie Schetselaar

Britney Rule and Cherie Schetselaar

Britney Rule and Cherie Schetselaar

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629685
Paperback with ﬂaps; full-color photography throughout;
144 pages; 7.5 × 9.75;

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672920
Paperback with ﬂaps; full-color photography throughout;
136 pages; 7.5 × 9.75

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301803
Paperback with ﬂaps; full-color photography throughout;
144 pages; 7.5 × 9.75;

The Space Hero Cookbook

The Snow Princess Cookbook

Barbara Beery

Barbara Beery

The Great American Family
Reunion Cookbook

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934004
Paper over board, covered spiral binding; full-color
photography; 80 pages; 7.25 × 8.5

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629753
Paper over board, covered spiral binding; full-color
photography; 80 pages; 7.25 × 8.5

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301995
Trade Paper; 298 pages; 7.25 × 8.5

BW

Lori Nawyn

The Cancer-Fighting Cook
Richard Lombardi
$24.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547324 Full
color, covered spiral binding, tabbed recipe
sections, enclosed notepad; 160 pages; 7.5 X 9.8
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Water Keﬁr

No-Till Gardening

Make Your Own Cheese

$5.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822682
Trade Paper; 34 pages; 5 × 7

$7.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934080
Trade Paper; 86 pages; 5 × 7

$7.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934783
Trade Paper; 76 pages; 5 × 7

Successful Gardening in Utah
$7.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822552
Trade Paper; 56 pages; 5 × 7
70

All-Natural Aquaponic Lawns,
Gardens & Vertical Gardens
$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934097
Trade Paper; 128 pages; 5 × 7

15-Minute Mindful Meals
$9.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934691
Trade Paper; 100 pages; 5 × 7

Simple Homemade Fruit Pectin

Growing a Permaculture Food Forest

Backyard Renaissance Display Bin

$7.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547348
Trade Paper; 76 pages; 5 × 7

$7.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547331
Trade Paper; 76 pages; 5 × 7

Ships empty with order of 32 or more Backyard
Renaissance books. ISBN-13: 9781944822057

Shallow-Pit Garden Composting

Make Your Own Hard Lotion

Herbal Beauty

$6.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934837
Trade Paper; 48 pages; 5 × 7

$5.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629739
Trade Paper; 58 pages; 5 × 7

$7.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934523
Trade Paper; 78 pages; 5 × 7

Make Your Own Thermal Oven

Tiny Garden, Huge Harvest

Viili Perpetual, No-Cook,
Homemade Yogurt

$5.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672951
Trade Paper; 40 pages; 5 × 7

$6.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934844
Trade Paper; 48 pages; 5 × 7

$7.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934516
Trade Paper; 70 pages; 5 × 7
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GIFT / HUMOR
TYLER
Maltese

Going on Nine
Catherine Underhill Fitzpatrick
A coming-of-age summer adventure in a
1950s neighborhood.
$16.95
ISBN-13: 9781939629128
Trade Paper; 284 pages; 6 × 9

Dogs vs. Ice Cream
Diana Lundin
A must-have gift book for any dog and ice cream lover, Dogs vs. Ice Cream is a
hilarious collection of priceless reactions when cute canines sample our favorite
frozen treat. Celebrity dog photographer Diana Lundin provides a fantastic and
unforgettable collection of images, from pit bulls to Yorkies, from Doberman
pinschers to springer spaniels, boxers, dalmations, poodles, and every breed you
can think of who might like a scoop of ice cream.
$14.99
ISBN-13: 9781641701426
Paper-over-board book with 4-color interior; Spot foil and varnish on front cover; 152 pages; 7 x 7

The Carolyne Letters
Abigail B. Calkin
The fictional journal of a girl who must
choose to abort, keep, or give her child up
for adoption.
$14.95
ISBN-13: 9781938301155
Trade paper; 230 pages; 6 × 9
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If It Sits, I Licks

If It Fits, I Sits

Erika Riggs

Brooke Jorden

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822866
Hardcover with jacket; full-color throughout;
152 pages; 7.25 × 7.25

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672968
Hardcover with jacket; full-color throughout;
152 pages; 7.25 × 7.25

The Little Book of Foster Care
Wisdom
Dr. John DeGarmo
$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701242
Hardcover with jacket, 2-color interior; 368 pages; 5 × 7

Daily Motherhood

Daily Mindfulness

Familius

Familius

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781942934387
Hardcover with jacket and ribbon; full-color throughout;
368 pages; 6.25 × 6.25

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822545
Hardcover with jacket and ribbon; full-color throughout;
368 pages; 6.25 × 6.25

I Don’t Care if It’s a Boy or a Girl So
Long as It’s Deductible

Being Pregnant Is Like Having
Company for Nine Months

Gene and Linda Perret
Illustrations by Adam Eastburn

Gene and Linda Perret
Illustrations by Adam Eastburn

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822880
Paperback with ﬂaps; 3-color interior with cartoon
illustrations; 184 pages; 6 × 6

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822873
Paperback with ﬂaps; 3-color interior with cartoon
illustrations; 184 pages; 6 × 6

Puzzle Masterpieces
Illustrations by Rebecca Sorge
Beloved classics receive new
life in this exciting new series
of Puzzle MasterpiecesTM.
Packaged in each beautiful,
book-shaped keepsake box
is a gorgeously detailed
500-piece puzzle (tucked in
a handy box of its own) and
a copy of the favorite classic
book. Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland, Beauty and the
Beast, and The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz have never
been so beautiful—or so fun.
Ages 12+

Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland
$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822538
Book-shaped box containing book and
500-piece puzzle; 248 pages; 7 X 8.5 X 2.5

Beauty and the Beast

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822521
Book-shaped box containing book and
500-piece puzzle; 248 pages; 7 X 8.5 X 2.5

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822514
Book-shaped box containing book and
500-piece puzzle; 248 pages; 7 X 8.5 X 2.5
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Life Without Blinders Is Beautiful

The Cheapskate’s Handbook

Tennis and Life

David Miles
Life Without Blinders is Beautiful is an
inspiring, thought-provoking invitation to
step out of the darkness and discover the
abundant beauty hidden in this crazy, messy,
wonderful world. Each spread features one
of over thirty stirring questions accompanied
by an image covered with a die-cut blinders
window. Flip off the blinders window, and
you’ll see what’s really true.

Mifflin Lowe
Skinflint Mifflin Lowe invites fellow
cheapskates to come out of the closet in a
celebration of all things free, complimentary,
pro bono, and if need be, cheap. With advice
on everything from avoiding generous
impulses to creatively bumming off your
neighbors, plus delightful watercolor
illustrations and Mifflin’s own “Miser’s
Aptitude Test,” The Cheapskate’s Handbook
will have you laughing and saving money at
the same time. What a deal!

Richard Eyre
New York Times #1 bestselling author and
tennis champion Richard Eyre shares thirty
principles that will help you enjoy both games
more—and play both games better. Since
both are largely psychological exercises, our
success (and our happiness) in both the game
of life and the game of tennis depends greatly
on our attitude, and Tennis and Life teaches
readers how to alter our attitudes and thus
improve our performance in both games.

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547492
Hardcover with die-cut jacket and die-cut interior “blinders”
pages plus raised UV; Full-color interior;
144 Pages; 6.25 × 7.25

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547454
Paperback with rounded corners, Full-color interior,
160 Pages; 5 × 7

REGIONAL

REGIONAL

Washington

Idaho

Rick Schafer
With stunning photography on every page, this coffee-table treasure
will transport you on a visual journey through the wonders of
Washington. Highlighting the state’s most beautiful spots and famous
landmarks, Washington: The Evergreen State is a must-own for every
Washingtonian.

Mark Lisk
WIth stunning photography on every page, this coffee-table treasure
will transport you on a visual journey through the wonders of Idaho.
Highlighting the state’s most beautiful spots and famous landmarks,
Idaho: The Gem State is a must-own for everyone in love with Idaho.

$40.00 ISBN-13: 9781641700481
Jacketed hardcover with varnished embossing;
11 × 9; 208 pages
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$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934448
Hardcover with Foil-embossed jacket; Full-color
photography and design throughout;
144 pages; 7.25 × 7.25

$40.00 ISBN-13: 9781641701600
Jacketed debossed and spot varnish hardcover;
12 × 10; 208 pages

R

is for ROSE

A Beauty Collected.indd 96

B
A Beauty Collected.indd 19

Fairy Village

A Beauty Collected

Mike and Debbie Schramer

Rachel Garahan

$24.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547386
Paper over board hardcover, gold foil details, faux
leather spin, large gatefold featuring the complete fairy
village scene; 160 Pages; 11.25 × 9.25

$24.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934707
Textured hardcover with gold foil embellishments and
botanical endsheets; full-color photography;
192 pages; 7.75 × 9.75

5/13/16 5:52 PM

is for BUBBLES , light floaty fun

5/13/16 5:48 PM

A Beauty Collected.indd 8

5/13/16 5:48 PM

Drops of Awesome

523 Ways to Be Awesome

Bucket of Awesome

Kathryn Thompson

Kathryn Thompson

Kathryn Thompson

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629272
Paperback with rounded corners; 1-color interior;
212 pages; 5.5 × 8.5

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934394
Paperback with rounded corners;2-color interior;
224 pages; 5.5 × 8.5

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822606
Paperback with rounded corners; 2-color interior;
212 pages; 5.5 × 8.5

Be: Inspired

Be: Brave

Trish Madson and Natalie Hoopes

Trish Madson and Adam Eastburn

$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781942672913
Paper over board book with gold foil; Includes 12 stickers
and 3 quote cards in vellum envelope; 2-color interior;
208 pages; 6.25 × 6.25

$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547263
Paper over board book with gold foil; Includes 12 stickers
and 3 quote cards in vellum envelope; 2-color interior;
208 pages; 6.25 × 6.25

Inner Awesome Book Display
$159.50 ISBN-13: 9781944822064
Ships with 5 copies of each title.
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The Quotable Series Each book features a collection of quotes from the world’s greatest minds and writers.

The Quotable Parent
Joel and John Weiss
$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301285
Trade Paper; 200 pages; 5 × 8

BW

The Quotable Mom
Familius
$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629081
Trade Paper; 132 pages; 5 × 8

Wisdom for Dad

The Quotable Dad

BW

Familius
$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301469
Trade Paper; 130 pages; 5 × 8

The Quotable Scouter
Edith Songer

BW

$9.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301629
Trade Paper; 108 pages; 5 × 8

Mother Always Knows Best
(At Least According to Her)

Old Age Is the Absence of Youth
(and a Lot of Other Things)

Gene and Linda Perret

Gene and Linda Perret

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934424
Paper-over-board, die-cut cover with foil and debossing;
2-color interior; 184 pages; 5 × 8

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934417
Paper-over-board, die-cut cover with foil and debossing;
2-color interior; 184 pages; 5 × 8

Golf Is Punishment for Not Taking
Up Another Sport

Teachers’ Lessons Last a Lifetime
(Or at Least Until the Next Exam)

Mix-and-Match Joke Book Display

Gene and Linda Perret

Gene and Linda Perret

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934769
Paper-over-board, die-cut cover with foil and debossing;
2-color interior; 184 pages; 5 × 8

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934820
Paper-over-board, die-cut cover with foil and debossing;
2-color interior; 184 pages; 5 × 8

Hugh Weber
$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629951
Trade Paper; 250 pages; 5 × 8
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CHILDREN
New
series!
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Exp e r im e n t

1

Drawing on

Water

The final effect of this experiment is as
though you were able to draw on water
with a marker! This simple experiment
is a fun way to demonstrate how water
can separate components of dry erase
ink due to hydrophobic and hydrophilic
interactions. It will also show you how
a dry erase marker is different that a
permanent marker. In this experiment,
you will use a dry erase marker to draw
a picture on glass or ceramic surface,
pour water over it and see the picture
float away on top of the water.

SUPPLIES:
• 1 black or blue dry erase
marker (Expo brand
works the best)

Jalapeno

Salsa

• Smooth, shallow glass or
ceramic bowl or rimmed
plate; a 9 × 13 baking
glass pan works well
• Cup of warm water
• Bonus supplies: Magnetic putty and strong
neodymium magnet

Chi

STEPS:

2

Unstick it: Allow it to dry for 30 seconds
then gently pour the warm water near your
drawing so that it puddles around and over
the drawing.

3

HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=3NZ-CAF8BBW

mi
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Sa

Tomatillo

e Ga

Salsa

llo
Tomato

Algunas salsa son
picante y algunas
dulce, pero todos son
deliciosos, ¡y todos
los latinos creen que
su abuela hace la
mejor salsa!

Cilantro

at
il

lsa

Ve
r

Make it move: Blow on the drawing or
gently shake the plate so that the drawing
moves and seems to come to life! Be
creative and try different drawings (my
favorite is a person holding a balloon) and
watch them come alive!

2

od

m
To

Draw: Use the dry erase marker to draw any
simple drawing with all connected lines.
Start with drawing a stick figure person on
the plate. Make sure to connect all lines together (for example, don’t draw eyes in the
center of the face).

de

1

Pic

Salsa means “sauce”
in Spanish. Some salsa is
spicy and some is sweet,
but all are deliciousdelicious
and every Latino believes
that their grandma
makes the best one!
Salsawhich is typically
a combination of
chilies, tomatoes,
and other spices—can
be traced back to
the Maya, Aztecs,
and Incas.

b
Pe

Mango S

als

re

lo

Sa

lsa

a

3

Extreme Garage Science for Kids!

Proud to be Latino: Food/Comida

James and Joanna Orgill, Mara Harris
Extreme Garage Science for Kids! is jam-packed with killer projects
and irresistibly nerdy explanations of how the world works. Bursting
with fun illustrations and full-color, photographed step-by-step
instructions.

Ashley Marie Mireles and Edith Valle
Proud to Be Latino: Food/Comida teaches children how different
Latino countries use similar ingredients to create unique regional
dishes.

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701204
Covered spiral bound; 144 pages; 8 × 10

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701549
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

I´m
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SmOOTH

Opposites

If You’re Scary and You Know It!

Larissa Honsek

Carole Gerber and Noël Ill

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701433
Board book; 20 pages; 7 × 7

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701464
Board book; 20 pages; 7 × 7

The Gifts of the Animals
Carole Gerber, Yumi Shimokawara
$17.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701594
Jacketed hardcover with gold foil, embossing, and spot
varnish; 32 pages; 10 x 10

Why Evergreens Keep Thier
Leaves
Annemarie Guertin, Helena Pérez García
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701587
Jacketed hardcover with gold foil embossing and spot
varnish; 32 pages; 8 × 10

How the Finch Got His Colors
Annemarie Guertin, Helena Pérez García
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547775
Hardcover with jacket and spot foil; 32 pages; 9 × 11
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Physics Animated!

Let’s Make Yoga Magic

The Selﬁsh Giant

Tyler Jordan and Elsa Martins
With explanations and real-life examples of
Newton’s Three Laws, this interactive board
book invites children to pull the levers, turn
the wheels, and watch as a rocket lifts off, a
roller coaster loops, and a boat floats.

Heather Leah and Sandie Sonke
Make yoga magic with the most beautiful
and interactive kids’ yoga book out there!
Pull the levers, turn the wheels, and watch
as thirteen adorable children come to life to
act out thirteen yoga poses and create other
yoga magic.

Oscar Wilde and Jeanne Bowman
Newly illustrated by renowned artist Jeanne
Bowman, this fantastic edition of this tale
showcases Wilde’s story in a palette and
composition that will delight and inspire
both young and old.

$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701327
Includes interactive wheels, sliders, and rockers;
14 pages; 7.5 × 7.5

$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701297
Includes interactive wheels, sliders, and rockers;
14 pages; 7.5 × 8.5

$17.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701266
Textured jacketed hardcover with spot foil and spot UV.
Beautiful uncoated paper throughout interior;
32 pages; 9 × 11

Little Fingers Ballet

Little Lacers: 123

Donuts: The Hole Story

Ashley Marie Mireles and Olga Skomorokhova
Flip through the pages and become the star
of classic ballets. The six spreads feature
scenes from Coppélia, Cinderella, La
Bayadère, The Nutcracker, Romeo & Juliet,
and Swan Lake.

Peter Hinckley
Little Lacers: 123 combines the fun of
lacing cards with the portable convenience
of a book! Seven lacing cards are bound
together into this colorful book adorned with
delightful woodland characters and scenes.

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701556
Die cut board book with ﬁnger holds and ballet leggings;
10 pages; 9.5 × 7.75

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700085
Novelty board book with 3 colored shoelaces and 10
drilled numbers for lacing; Laces store conveniently in
front-cover compartment; 14 pages; 9.5 × 7.75

David Miles
In this hilarious ode to the treat with a hole,
bright photographic illustrations bring
donuts to life like never before! With donut
cops (of course), donut pirates (why not),
maple bar lumberjacks (eh?), coffee jacuzzis,
and a bakeshop full of donut puns, Donuts:
The Hole Story is a delicious romp through
a world filled with (and made of) everyone’s
favorite fat-fried friends.

Ballet is for feet,
and now fingers too!

BalleT
Little Fingers ™

ashley marie mireles
illustrated by olga skomorokhova

Slip into your
mini pointe shoes!

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547935
Jacketed hardcover with spot varnish; 32 pages; 9 × 9
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Alphatrain

Color Train

Christmas Train

Christen Farley, Stephanie and David Miles

David Miles

David Miles

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547812
Die-cut novelty board book that unfolds accordion style
into a 56” train; Wrap-around cover with velcro snap;
14 pages; 8 × 6

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701068
Die-cut novelty board book that unfolds accordion style
into a 56” train; Wrap-around cover with velcro snap;
14 pages; 8 × 6

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701655
Die-cut novelty board book that unfolds accordion style
into a 56” train; Wrap-around cover with velcro snap;
14 pages; 8 × 6

Made for Me

Made for Me

If There Never Was a You

Zack Bush and Gregorio De Lauretis

Zack Bush and Gregorio De Lauretis

Amanda Rowe and Olga Skomorokhova

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547690
Jacketed hardcover with spot varnish; 32 pages 9 × 9

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641702003
Board book with padded cover; 20 pages; 8 × 8

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701112
Board book with padded cover; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Grow, Baby, Grow

Nita’s First Signs

Mertixell Marti and Xavier Salomo

Kathy MacMillan and Sara Brezzi

$24.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701006
Pop-up book; 18 pages; 10.25 × 10.25

$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547676
Board book with tabbed, split pages that slide to reveal
signing instructions; 12 pages; 8 × 7

Publisher’s
Weekly bestselling title
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Packed with
interactive
mechanisms

Pride and Prejudice

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

Peter Pan

Jane Austen, Brooke Jorden and David Miles

Lewis Carroll, Brooke Jorden, and David Miles

J. M. Barrie, Brooke Jorden, and David Miles

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547355
Board book with interactive wheels, sliders, and rockers;
16 pages; 6.5 × 7.55

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547683
Board book with interactive wheels, sliders, and rockers;
16 pages; 6.5 × 7.5

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700511
Board book with interactive wheels, sliders, and rockers;
16 pages; 6.5 × 7.5

The Secret Garden

A Christmas Carol

Mommy Loves Me

Brooke Jorden and David Miles

Charles Dickens, Brooke Jorden,
and David Miles

David and Stephanie Miles

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701051
Board book with interactive wheels, sliders, and rockers;
20 pages; 6.5 × 7.5
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$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701518
Board book with interactive wheels, sliders, and rockers;
20 pages; 6.5 × 7.5

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547942
Novelty board book with 2 plush arms that form a hug;
10 pages; 6 × 8

100 First Words for Little Artists

100 First Words for Little Geeks

100 First Words for Little Geniuses

Kyle Kershner

Brooke Jorden and Kyle Kershner

Tyler Jorden and Kyle Kershner

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701280
Board book; 20 pages; 6 × 7

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547959
Board book; 20 pages; 6 × 7

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700344
Board book; 20 pages; 6 × 7

Color Blocked

Like a Shooting Star

The Boy Who Loved the Moon

Ashley Sorenson and David Miles

Rino Alaimo

Rino Alaimo

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822828
Die-cut paper-over-board cover; 40 pages; 9.25 × 9.25

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822804
Jacketed hardcover with glitter; 32 pages; 9.25 × 9.25

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629760
Hardcover with jacket; Embossing and gold-foil
embellishments on jacket; 32 pages; 10 × 10

Unicorn (and Horse)

But First, We Nap

I Dig Bathtime

David Miles and Hollie Mengert

David Miles and Darya Dremova

Brooke Jorden and Ekaterina Ladatiko

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547768
Jacketed hardcover with spot foil; 48 pages; 8 × 10

$8.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700177
Board book; 16 pages; 7 × 7

$8.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700306
Board book; 16 pages; 7 × 7

You Should, You Should!
Ginny Tilby
$6.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547546
Paperback with ﬂaps; 32 pages; 8 × 10
81
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My America, the Beautiful

82

Katharine Lee Bates and Katie Melrose

Fourteen Animals (that Deﬁnitely
Aren’t an Octopus)

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700191
Board book with ﬂocked ﬁnger trail throughout;
20 pages; 6 × 8

$8.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700092
Board book; 16 pages; 7 × 7

Gabe Pyle

Book
David Miles and Natalie Hoopes
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629654
Jacketed hardcover; 32 pages; 11 × 9

Nom Nom Opposites

Nom Nom Colors

Nom Nom Shapes

Forrest Everett

Forrest Everett

Forrest Everett

$8.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701099
Board book with acetate window; 20 pages; 7 × 7

$8.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700078
Board book with acetate window; 12 pages; 7 × 7

$8.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700139
Board book with acetate window; 12 pages; 7 × 7

Little Heroes: Amazing Animals
Who Changed the World

Little Heroes: Courageous People
Who Changed the World

Little Heroes: Inventors Who
Changed the World

Heidi Poelman and Kyle Kershner

Heidi Poelman and Kyle Kershner

Heidi Poelman and Kyle Kershner

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701105
Board book; 20 pages; 7 × 7

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547751
Board book; 16 pages; 7 × 7

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700351
Board book; 16 pages; 7 × 7

Alice’s Magic Garden

I’ll Love You for Always

F Is for Fairy

Henry Herz and Natalie Hoopes

Peter Hinckley and Lu Green

Mike and Debbie Schramer

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700320
Jacketed hardcover with foil; 32 pages; 11 × 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700436
Hardcover picture book with 6 fold-out or embedded
letters; 32 pages; 9 × 9

$9.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547966
Board book; 20 pages; 7 × 7

Goodnight Whispers

Allegro

She Spoke

Michael Leannah and Dani Torrent

David Miles and Anita Barghigiani

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700313
Jacketed hardcover with foil; 32 pages; 9 × 9

$24.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700382
Hardcover picture book with built-in sound panel; Plays
10 classical pieces; Textured cover with gold foil details;
32 pages; 11.5 × 9.5

Kathy MacMillan, Manuela Bernardi,
and Kathrin Honesta

Luis and Tabitha

The Little i Who Lost His Dot

The Day Punctuation Came to Town

Stephanie Campisi and Hollie Mengert

Kimberlee Gard and Sandie Sonke

Kimberlee Gard and Sandie Sonke

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700405
Jacketed hardcover with foil; 40 pages; 8 × 10

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700160
Jacketed hardcover with spot varnish; 32 pages; 8 × 10

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701457
Jacketed hardcover with spot UV; 32 pages; 8 × 10

$24.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701310
Hardcover picture book with built-in sound panel; Padded
cover with spot foil and spot UV; 32 pages; 11 × 9
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The Road Not Taken

Full of Empty

The Great and the Grand

Robert Frost and Vivian Mineker

Tim J. Myers, Priscilla Myers,
and Rebecca Sorge

Benjamin Fox, illustrations by Elizabeth
Robbins

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934356
Hardcover with jacket; Embossing and gold-foil
embellishments on jacket; 32 pages; 8 × 10

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672975
Hardcover with jacket and gold foil embossing;
32 pages; 8 × 10

At the Stroke of Goodnight

Ants ’N’ Uncles

The Stick

Clay Rice

Clay Rice

Clay Rice

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701440
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 8 × 10

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934684
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 8 × 10

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629289
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 8 × 10

Mama, Let’s Make a Moon

The Lonely Shadow

Clay Rice

Clay Rice

The Very Cold, Freezing,
No-Number Day

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301063
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 8 × 10

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301087
Hardcover with jacket; 64 pages; 8 × 10

$17.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701075
Textured jacketed hardcover with spot foil and spot UV;
Beautiful uncoated paper throughout interior;
32 pages; 9 × 11
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Ashley Sorenson with illustrations
by David Miles
$16.95

ISBN-13: 9781942934349

The Everything Princess Book

The Ultimate Guide to Being a Superhero

Barbara Beery, Brooke Jorden, Michele Robbins, and David Miles, with
illustrations by Rebecca Sorge

Barbara Beery, Brooke Jorden, and David Miles, with illustrations by
Jeff Harvey

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934653
Paper over Board, Covered Spiral Binding, Elaborate Gold Foil and Embossing; Full-color
Photography; 160 pages; 7.75 × 10

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934455
Paper over Board, Covered Spiral Binding, Elaborate Gold Foil and Embossing; Full-color
Photography; 160 pages; 7.75 × 10

Harriet’s Monster Diary: Awfully
Anxious (But I Squish It, Big Time)

Marvin’s Monster Diary: ADHD
Attacks! (But I Rock It, Big Time)

Raun Melmed, S.E. Abramson,
and Arief Kriembonga

Raun Melmed, Annette Sexton,
and Jeff Harvey

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701273
Trade Paper; 116 pages; 5 × 8

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781942934103
Trade Paper; 106 pages; 5 × 8

Timmy’s Monster Diary:
Screen Time Stress (But I Tame It,
Big Time)
Raun Melmed, Annette Sexton,
and Jeff Harvey
$12.99

ISBN-13: 9781945547195

Marvin’s Monster Diary 2 (+Lyssa!)

Rude Dude’s Book of Food

Raun Melmed, S.E. Abramson, Caroline Bliss
Larsen, and Arief Kriembonga

Tim J. Myers and Jess Smart Smiley

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701365
Trade Paper; 116 pages; 5 × 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629210
Trade Paper; 136 pages; 5 × 8
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Familius recognizes and celebrates the power and importance of
regional titles. The local movement has grown for years and books
are a fantastic way of appealing to your customers’ unique interest.
Enjoy the following lines of regional titles for your city and state.
(If your state is not represented, have conﬁdence that it’s on our
list and we are working like banshees to get it published!)

Regional Mini Laps, both
numbers and letters!

10 Little Monsters

Very Bunny State
Books

86

X

Unique die-cut Row, Row, Row Your
Boat and Old MacDonald Had a Farm

12 Little Elves

State Pride Books

Dear Santa, Love . . .

Courageous People
State Books

9

2

X

9

Let’s Count Colorado
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547850
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

C Is for Colorado
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547867
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

B Is for Boston
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547898
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count Montana
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547874
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

M Is for Montana
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781945547881
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

A Is for Arizona
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781944822781
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count Arizona
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822736
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

W Is for Washington
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781944822026
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count
Washington
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781942934806
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

T Is for Texas
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781944822750
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count Texas
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781942934790
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

C Is for Canada
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781944822897
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count Canada
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781944822910
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

C Is for California
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781944822705
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count California
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781942934592
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

O Is for Oregon
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781944822729
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count Oregon
$12.95 ISBN-13:
9781942934585
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

F Is for Florida
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641700214
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count Florida
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641700207
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

I Is for Idaho
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641701136
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8
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Let’s Count Idaho
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641701150
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

N Is for Nebraska
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641701129
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

Let’s Count Nebraska
$12.99 ISBN-13:
9781641701143
Board book; 20 pages; 8 × 8

A

0

3
2
7
B
e
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Row, Row, Row Your Boat Series

Row, Row, Row Your Boat in Oregon
$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700153
Layerd board book with die-cut see-through pages;
16 pages; 8 × 8

Row, Row, Row Your Boat in
Washington
$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701174
Layerd board book with die-cut see-through pages;
16 pages; 8 × 8

Row, Row, Row Your Boat in Canada
$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701167
Layerd board book with die-cut see-through pages;
16 pages; 8 × 8

Old MacDonald Had a Farm Series

88

Old MacDonald Had a Farm in
Oregon

Old MacDonald Had a Farm in
Washington

Old MacDonald Had a Farm in
Canada

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700146
Layerd board book with die-cut see-through pages;
16 pages; 8 × 8

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701181
Layerd board book with die-cut see-through pages;
16 pages; 8 × 8

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701198
Layerd board book with die-cut see-through pages;
16 pages; 8 × 8

tarted by bestselling author Rick
Walton, the 10 Little Monsters
S
series is a delicious romp across
US cities and states. Kids will be
delighted at the discoveries (and
demises) of these ten intrepid—
and a bit too curious—explorers!

10 Little Monsters Visit Oregon

10 Little Monsters Visit Washington

Rick Walton, illustrations by Jess Smart Smiley

Rick Walton, illustrations by Jess Smart Smiley

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629296
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each; 10 × 10

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672982
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each; 10 × 10

10 Little Monsters Visit
California

10 Little Monsters Visit
San Francisco

10 Little Monsters Visit
New york City

10 Little Monsters Visit
Texas

Jess Smart Smiley

Rick Walton, illustrations by
Jess Smart Smiley

Jess Smart Smiley, illustrations by
Nate Hardyman

Trish Madson and
Nate Hardyman

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672999
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each;
10 × 10

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934677
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each;
10 × 10

$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547089
Hardcover with jacket and spot gloss, 32
pages, 8.75 × 8.75

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934721
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each;
10 × 10

young child’s first
introduction to the
A
brave people from their

Courageous People from Texas Who
Changed the World

Courageous People from Washington
Who Changed the World

Heidi Poelman, illustrations by Kyle Kershner

Heidi Poelman, illustrations by Kyle Kershner

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701501
Board book; 16 pages; 8 x 8

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701495
Board book; 16 pages; 8 x 8

LITTLE HEROES

home state who made a
difference.
Simple text and
adorable illustrations tell
the contribution of more
than a dozen courageous
people from each state.
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12 Little Elves Visit Texas

T

welve charming elves travel up and down each state
to see who is still awake before Santa comes. Along
the way, they visit state landmarks and curiosities, all
bedecked in holly and holiday fun. Their last stop? Your
home, of course. Jump in bed!

Jess Smart Smiley and Trish
Madson with illustrations
by Sadie Han

12 Little Elves Visit
Washington
Jess Smart Smiley
and trish Madson

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934035
Hardcover with jacket and spot glitter;
32 pages; 9 × 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934714
Hardcover with jacket and spot glitter;
32 pages; 9 × 9

12 Little Elves Visit
Montana

12 Little Elves Visit
Colorado

12 Little Elves Visit
Oregon

12 Little Elves Visit
California

Trish Madson,
illustrations by Chorkung Kung

Trish Madson,
illustrations by Chorkung Kung

Trish Madson,
illustrations by Sadie Han

Trish Madson,
illustrations by Sadie Han

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700429
Hardcover with jacket and spot glitter;
32 pages; 9 × 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700412
Hardcover with jacket and spot glitter;
32 pages; 9 × 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547102
Hardcover with jacket and spot glitter;
32 pages; 9 × 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547119
Hardcover with jacket and spot glitter;
32 pages; 9 × 9

12 Little Elves Visit Canada
Trish Madson,
illustrations by Valeria Danilova
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701624
Jacketed hardcover with spot and varnish glitter;
32 pages; 9 × 9

• The bestselling
regional series
continues!
• Adorable (and
mischievous)
elves explore each
state before Santa
arrives
• Beautiful package
with spot glitter
and large trim size
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Dear Santa, Love, Washington
Forrest Everett and Pham Quang Phuc
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641700399 Hardcover
picture book with 6 pocket envelopes ﬁlled with letters,
maps, cards, and more; 32 pages; 8 × 8

anta is all ready to leave on
Christmas Eve, but last-minute
S
letters are arriving from each book’s
region! Each letter comes tucked in
its own pocket envelope with other
delightful extras like cards, money
for toll roads, and maps!

Dear Santa, Love, Oregon
Forrest Everett and Pham Quang Phuc
Santa is ready to leave on Christmas Eve, but last-minute letters are
arriving from Oregon! From a little girl who is wishing for more sunshine
to a beaver, meadowlark, and Chinook salmon all looking for a bit more
attention, to the bears asking the reindeer for a play date, each letter
contains a humorous request that gets even Santa chuckling.
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781641701679
Hardcover picture book with 6 pocket envelopes ﬁlled with letters, maps, cards, and more;
32 pages; 8 × 8

Packed with
real letters,
maps, notes,
and more!

he day after Easter, the Easter
Bunny must clean up all the
T
colored eggs the kids didn’t find.
Can you spot them all?

A Very Bunny Arizona

A Very Bunny Illinois

Jeff Harvey

Jeff Harvey

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934912
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 9 × 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934929
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 9 × 9
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